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Artists’ Books Exhibitions 
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
Tom Trusky Exhibition Cases 
Special Collections Room, Bower Ashton Library

TWO EXHIBITIONS OF 
Al-Mutanabbi Street Broadsides
8th December 2010 - 30th January 2011
Bower Ashton Library, UWE Bristol
Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT
Tel: 0117 3284915 / Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

Al-Mutanabbi Street Broadsides 
10th December 2010 - 10th January 2011
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Brighton BN2 3LH
Tel: 01273 691496 / info@inkspotpress.co.uk

The al-Mutanabbi Street Coalition project was created 
as an arts community response to the car bombing of 
al-Mutanabbi street, and has been organising readings and 
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events since April 2007 to fundraise for Médecins Sans 
Frontières (MSF), with more than 5,000 USD raised to date. 

On March 5th 2007, a car bomb was exploded on 
al-Mutanabbi Street in Baghdad.  Al-Mutanabbi Street is in 
a mixed Shia-Sunni area. More than 30 people were killed 
and more than 100 were wounded. Al-Mutanabbi Street,
the historic centre of Baghdad bookselling, holds bookstores 
and outdoor bookstalls, cafes, stationery shops, and even 
tea and tobacco shops. It has been the heart and soul of the 
Baghdad literary and intellectual community.

As part of the European tour of the Al-Mutanabbi Street 
Broadsides, each of the two venues will be showing a 
selection of the 130 letterpress printed broadsides created 
for the project. 

A special event at UWE, Bristol on Thursday 9th 
December will include readings, a talk about the 
project and an auction of broadsides for Médecins Sans 
Frontières. Please join us!

The Bristol event will be in Bower Ashton library from 
5pm - 7pm. The auction will take place at 6pm with drinks 
served in the downstairs foyer. 
If you cannot make it in person, we will be listing the 
broadsides in this exhibition online so you can email 
your maximum bid by 5pm that day if you wish to join 
the auction. Contact Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk for more 
information on how to do this. Bids start at 45 GBP, which 
is probably the equivalent of a nice dinner out for two, 
but for MSF means the money to buy dressings to treat 20 
major burns. 

In Brighton The Private view event will be held on the 
9th December at 6pm. Please come along!

Please do come along to either exhibition (or both!) to show 
your support or bid on one of the broadsides. We will also 
hold collections, or you can donate a few pounds online at 
the new page we have just set up at:
http://www.justgiving.com/al-mutanabbistreet

Al-Mutanabbi Street exhibitions and events will be touring 
over 2011, if you would like to help this project by hosting 
a future event, please email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk or 
Beau Beausoleil at: overlandbooks@earthlink.net 

Broadside by David Kirby, UK
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Amy Davies - Book 
Continues until 12th December 2010
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
Tom Trusky Exhibition Cases 
Special Collections Room, Bower Ashton Library

I have treated books I have found in the same way as 
I would do the objects and spaces I’ve worked with 
previously; it is images found and the objects discarded 
which spark investigation, the spaces where buildings once 
were and structures which once had purpose. I travel almost 
exclusively by foot, using short-cuts of footpaths, cycle track, 
pavement and wasteland, and so am privileged to have a 
near-constant exposure to subject matter the opportunity to 
pass through little-known places. 

The visual discourse I find between the discarded entity, the 
location and its specifics, and the journey taken by myself 
is explored as sensitively as possible; with the medium of 
drawing taking a central role in the investigation. Often I 
involve physical elements of discarded objects or materials 
in question, incorporating them into the drawings, thus 
setting up yet another discourse to be explored.  

Each book throws up more questions, considerations 
and inspirations. I hope the questions aren’t easily solved; 
I’m enjoying the process of searching for answers.  

sevenbillionsparrows@hotmail.co.uk

EXHIBITIONS

Between the Books
Book Arts Exhibition at Cambridge Central Library, UK
11th December 2010 - 9th January 2011
Following a 10-week course Between the Pages, Between the 
Books presents an exhibition of the works produced on the 
course by the tutor and the students. The ACE Foundation 
invites you to experience a unique display of Book Art 
created by hand at Cambridge Central Library.

Since 29th September we have been running a 10-week 
course in the art of creative book making, meeting every 
Wednesday evening at the library. Candida Bradley, the 
tutor, and her team of newly converted Book Artists have 
been making books of all shapes and sizes for the exhibition, 
providing a little bit of something different for all book 
lovers. There will be 20-40 works included, exploring a 
diverse range of subjects, all displayed amongst the library’s 
own book collection.

The exhibition will be displayed in Cambridge Central 
Library between Saturday 11th December- Sunday 9th 
January. Part of it will then be transferred to Great Shelford 
Library where it will be displayed from 10th January 2011 - 
10th February 2011.

Cambridge Central Library,Grand Arcade, St Andrew’s 
Street, Cambridge. The show then moves to Great Shelford 
Library, 10-12 Woollards Lane, Great Shelford, Cambridge, 
CB22 5LZ from10th January 2011.
For more information see the exhibition page on the ACE 
website: http://www.acefoundation.org.uk/courses/course-
exhibitionbookart.html

Winter exhibitions at 23 Sandy Gallery Portland, USA
Helen Hiebert String Theory
Until December 18, 2010
Helen Hiebert is interested in the threads that bind us all. 
In particular: knots. Inspired by historical images, her own 
contemporary interpretations of knots will be featured in 
this exhibition of her new suite of handmade paper which 
incorporates her unique knotted “string drawings.” 
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Sue Huggins Leopard  From Memory 
Until December 18, 2010
Sue Huggins Leopard’s current artist bookworks celebrate 
the special joys of 19th century poetry, hummingbirds and 
ghosts - though not necessarily in that order. Leopard’s 
work is known for connecting a sense of memory to myth 
and history through images and words by using her own 
etchings, relief prints, collages, handwriting and letterpress.
Sue Huggins Leopard lives in Rochester, NY. Recent work 
includes, Past Surmise, a portfolio of 12 Poems by Emily 
Dickinson; Love Old and New, an imaginary love story in 12 
volumes and Thirteen Moments, a boxed set of 13 etchings, 
inspired by reading Proust. Leopard’s artists’ books and 
broadsides are exhibited widely and included in public and 
private collections in the USA and abroad. The prize of a 
solo show was given to her after winning the Best of Show 
award in October of 2009 for Broadsided, a national juried 
exhibition of letterpress broadsides here at the gallery.

Gallery hours are: Thursday - Saturday, Noon to 6 pm, 
First Friday, 5-8 pm and at other times by appointment. 
We are located at 623 NE 23rd Avenue, just three doors 
north of Sandy Boulevard in Central Eastside Portland. 
www.23sandy.com 

Frolic on First Friday - 23 Sandy Gallery hosts artist 
receptions every First Friday of the month from 5-8 pm. 
http://www.firstfridayguide.com  http://www.23sandy.com

Air de Paris 
ALLEN RUPPERSBERG NO TIME LEFT TO START 
AGAIN /2 
Until 11th December 2010 

MONICA MAJOLI BLACK MIRROR /1 
Until 18th December 2010  

32, rue Louise Weiss, 75013 Paris 
Tel. +33 1 44 23 02 77 
fan@airdeparis.com 
http://www.airdeparis.com

The Cover of a Book is the Beginning of a Journey  
The New Art Gallery Walsall
9th October 2010 - 9th January 2011
The Cover of a Book is the Beginning of a Journey is an 
interactive exhibition of artists’ books which present or 
derive from a set of instructions. Each book blurs the 
boundaries between authors and readers, or artists and 
viewers, inviting the usually more passive reader to take a 
more active part in the creation of the work. 

The exhibition includes books by artists such as Jonathan 
Monk, Yoko Ono, Ed Ruscha, and Lawrence Weiner.
This is a touring Arnolfini exhibition in collaboration with 
the Centre for Fine Print Research at the University of the 
West England. 

The New Art Gallery Walsall
Gallery Square, Walsall WS2 8LG
thenewartgallerywalsall.org.uk

reCRÉER / After Pétronio 
CDLA, Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
Until 12th December 2010
Based upon a series of documents (catalogue and 
programmes published at the time and letters exchanged 
between Petronio and the artists involved) the exhibition 
at the cdla is a ‘re-creation’ of the 1969 exhibition; it is 
made up of works from the cdla collection as well as works 
on loan (herman de vries, Musée départemental d’art 
contemporain in Rochechouart and Centre Pompidou in 
Paris). 

This new ‘hanging’ is partly imagined (works that could 
have been shown at the time) and partly true with works 
that were actually shown – and concerning the audio works, 
they have all been broadcasted in 1969 -1970 (works by 
Raoul Hausmann, Timm Ulrichs, herman de vries, Carlo 
Belloli, John Furnival, Henri Chopin, Gil J. Wolman, Edgar 
Varèse).

Open Tuesday - Saturday 11.00 to 13.00 and 14.00 to 18.00 
except public holidays.  cdla, 1 place Attane, F–87500 
Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France 
http://cdla.info
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The Possibility of Being Fully Rewritten - 
or 5 Ways to Enter (or Exit) the Book 
A solo exhibition by Inge Bruggeman 
The Art Gym, Marylhurst University, Portland, USA
Until 12th December 

This exhibition calls attention to the pleasures and the 
physicality of books. More than that it is an exhibition about 
the physical quality of exquisitely made, hand-made, artist-
made books: scrolled and unscrolled, bound and unbound, 
stretched open and closed like an accordion. It is about 
pages that drape and sag, move with one’s breath, or wait 
in stacks to be removed one page at a time by the visitor. 
All this, of course, is in contrast to the e-readers that may 
soon render such books and their more pedestrian cousins 
obsolete. www.marylhurst.edu/theartgym

Inge Bruggeman has been making and publishing fine 
press artists’ books under her imprint INK-A! Press since 
1992. In addition to limited edition books and broadsides 
she produces related prints, print-objects and other mixed 
media works.  For more information about 
Inge Bruggeman, visit:  www.texturaprinting.com

FLUXUS - POST - FLUXUS
Curated by Horst Weierstall
THEARTSPACE Dusseldorf, Germany
8th January - 29th January
The project FLUXUS - POST - FLUXUS introduces 8 
artists from different countries who work in the spirit of 
Fluxus now. These artists work in the field of visual poetry, 
performative poetry, artists’ books, video and installation 
involving drawing-painting and various materials from 
media sources. 

The interdisciplinary aspect in the early Fluxus movement 
will be rbought into focues with video screenings of actions 
and performances by Joseph Beuys (Germany), Paulo 

Bruscky (Brazil) and John Cage (USA). Experimental 
contemporary films involving sound, image and text by 

Demosthenes Agrafiotis and Klaus-Peter Dencker will also 
be presented. There will be performance events in the spirit 
of Fluxus at the opening and closing. A text by Dr Holger 
Briel, University Nicosia-Cyprus will be presented during 
the exhibition. www.horstweierstall.com.cy

THEARTSPACE Dusseldorf, NoemaDanceWorks
Alexandra Waier, Fuerstenplatz 1, Dusseldorf, Germany
www.alexandrawaierstall.com

Funazaki & Flynn - Boxed Arrangements
35-41 Folgate Street, London
Until 7th  January 2011

Ketchum Pleon London Hosts 
a retrospective of the bookwork 
of Eri Funazaki & Danny Flynn, 
which includes new letterpress 
and screen-printed work.  Eri 
Funazaki is an award-winning 
bookbinder and artist. Danny 
Flynn is a professional print 
maker and typographer.

Eri and Danny collaborate on 
bookworks which combine the 
uniqueness of artists’ books and 
the craft of fine binding. 

This started with a series of drawings Eri began in 2000 to 
which Danny was asked to write text for. Danny says: 
“It is more an exercise in unlocking each psychological 
narrative that Eri has already 
suggested pictorially when 
adding an object with the 
figure of a  little man.”  
A little man struggling with 
his existence who has now 
manifested himself in a series 
of bronzes. 
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The exhibition also incorporates an architectural model 
specially produced by Flora McLean. The alphabet prints 
in this exhibition are taken from one of the books, 
28 Characters, an A - X, Y, & Z of letterforms. Each book 
has been letterpress printed by hand using individual 
metal type. All of the books were handbound using 
traditional and modern bookbinding methods, known 
as ‘design binding’.  
The exhibition may be viewed weekdays from 
10am - 5pm, until January 7th 2011
Ketchum Pleon London
35-41 Folgate Street, London, E1 6BX
www.ketchumpleon.com

Gifts by Artists 
Art Metropole, Toronto, Canada 
December 11 - January 11  
New multiples, books, and other editions just in time for 
the holidays.
Art Metropole, 788 King Street West
Toronto ON, Canada, M5V 1N6
www.artmetropole.com

The Hastings Rarities Affair
Until 2nd January 2011
Hastings Museum & Art Gallery, UK
An artist-led project and exhibition that re-interprets an 
infamous ornithological scandal revealed in the 1960s. 
Inspired by the Museum’s archive and collection of birds, 
thirteen artists have taken both a critical and humourous 
look at the saga and used it as a springboard for developing 
a new body of work. Lorna Crabbe  is presenting one 
woman’s curious collection of bird taxidermy presented in 
especially made burial costumes.
Monday- Saturday: 10am- 5pm, Sunday: 11am- 5pm
Hastings Museum & Art Gallery
Johns Place, Bohemia Road, Hastings TN34 1ET
www.hmag.org.uk

Bells, Clementines & Furbelows
Rye Art Gallery, Rye, UK 
Until 9th January
Lorna Crabbe will also be showing some new work 
including books and prints at this annual group Christmas 
exhibition. Mon, Weds- Saturday, 10am- 1pm & 2-5pm, Sun 
12-4pm. Rye Art Gallery, 107 High Street, Rye, TN31 7JE

Guantanamo
Christophe Daviet-Thery, Paris
Until 20th December 2010
Broadcast via blaring loudspeakers up to 20 hours a day, 
and chosen to be culturally offensive to the prisoners, one 
hears “Fuck Your God” by Deicide, “Die Motherfucker” 
by Dope, “We are the Champions” by Queen, “Born in the 

USA” by Bruce Springsteen, “White America” by Eminem, 
and the theme song from the American childrens’ television 
programme “Sesame Street”.

In “Guard Tower Plans, Prison Cell Plans and the Songs of 
Guatanamo Bay”, the Canadian artist Bill Burns immerses 
us in a sound environment that evokes Jennifer Allora and 
Guillermo Calzadilla’s “Guantanamo Bay Song Book”.

In “Habeas Corpus”, the artist John Kessler reminds us that 
Guantanamo has provided the framework for the violation 
of the most basic rights of prisoners. This piece is a direct 
reference to the Habeas Corpus Act, a law passed by the 
British Parliament in 1679,that stipulates that any person 
arrested must be presented within 3 days before a judge, 
thereby setting in motion a system for the protection and 
defence of individual liberties.

Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Editions d’Artistes 
34 rue Louise Weiss, 75013 Paris 
Tel : + 33(0)1 53 79 05 95 
www. daviet-thery.com
blog: davietthery.wordpress.com

PRIGOV - The textworks of Dmitrij Aleksandrovic
Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst, Germany
Until 27th March

An exhibition of the Research centre for Artists’ Publications 
in cooperation with the Research Centre for Eastern 
European Studies at the University of Bremen und the 
Free University Berlin. Curated by Sabine Hänsgen
Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany
Tel 0049-(0)421-59839-0
www.weserburg.de

Christmas Open Studios
Saturday 11th December from 11am
The Work Ship Studio, Hastings, UK
A selection of prints, books, mixed-media artworks and 
stocking fillers in a cosy studio nestled between George 
Street and the seafront. Warmed by our log stove and 
Christmas cheer. Some craft activities, storytelling & even 
a song or two - more details on the blog: 
theworkship.blogspot.com
The Work Ship Studio, 8-10 West Street
Old Town, Hastings, TN34 3AN, UK

PRIGOV I, 1994. Courtesy Krings-Ernst Galerie, Köln
© Dmitrij Prigov Foundation



The Designer Bookbinders’ Bookbinding Competition 
Exhibition is on show at the John Rylands Library, 
Deansgate, Manchester, UK, from Sunday 5th December to 
Sunday 13th February 2011 inclusive.
Opening hours: Monday 12-5, Tuesday- Saturday 10-5 and 
Sunday 12-5. Closed over Christmas/New Year from 24th 
Dec - Sunday 3rd Jan inclusive.
www.designerbookbinders.org.uk

Book this Space: altered books exhibition
Buckinghamshire County Museum, UK
Until 26th February 2011
Forty artists show their altered books in this exhibition 
organised by Sparksartists, which was formed in 2001 to 
reduce the isolation of visual artists working locally and 
raise awareness of the arts in the local community.
 
Heather Hunter and Christine Tacq from Sparksartists 
will be running workshops on 5th February. 
For details visit: http://www.buckscc.gov.uk/bcc/museum/
county_museum.page

Buckinghamshire County Museum
Church Street, Aylesbury, HP20 2QP
Mon - Sat, 10am - 4pm 
Closed 25, 26, 27, 28 Dec & 3 Jan
Free admission

Dekkle Printmaking Studios Winter Fair

We have been working hard at Dekkle Printmaking 
Studios and now it is time to open our doors to the public 
once again.  We are a Fine Art Printmaking studio based 
in Baldock, Hertfordshire. We specialise in traditional 
printmaking techniques, running workshops in order to 
teach but also open to artists and printmakers. 

On Saturday 4th December we are holding a WINTER 
FAIR. This will run at our studios at 2 Bell Row, High Street, 
Baldock, UK from 11 am - 5pm. 

Enjoy a mince pie and a glass of mulled wine whilst viewing 
our exhibition of prints to browse and buy. We are boasting 
a new range of courses to suit all and there will be a range 

of handcrafted gifts, which will make the perfect treat 
for Christmas. We also having a preview into our first 
publication: a hand printed, letter pressed recipe book by 
Mary Dalton.  

We look forward to seeing you there. For more information 
please visit www.dekkle.com or call 01462 490501. 

Kind regards
David, Louisa and all at Dekkle Studios
2 Bell Row, High Street, Baldock, Hertfordshire, SG7 6AP

John Dilnot - CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE
Sunday 5th and Sunday 12th December 

11am - 5pm each day, 24 Yardley Street, Brighton BN1 4NU
PRINTS, BOOKS, KITS and CARDS plus a CLEAROUT 
SALE. Or buy from the website with free postage: 
www.johndilnot.com

From Press to Page: Book Arts in Minnesota
Minneapolis Institute of Arts, USA
On now until Sunday, May 15, 2011

This exhibition highlights the creativity and craftsmanship 
of some of Minnesota’s leading contemporary book artists 
and fine presses. 

Minnesota enjoys a national reputation as a locus for the 
book arts. Indeed, the metropolitan area of Minneapolis 
and St. Paul is frequently ranked behind only New York as 
a hotbed of book arts activity. The Minnesota book arts 
community - made up of artists, illustrators, designers, 
typographers, writers, printers, binders, papermakers, 
educators, collectors, and independent presses - is 
remarkable for its vitality, innovation, achievement, and 
public and private support. 

The featured selection includes books by such prominent 
figures as Harriet Bart, Robert Bly, Philip Gallo, Fred 
Hagstrom, Patricia Hampl, Bill Holm, Frank Kacmarcik, 
Allan Kornblum, Paulette Myers-Rich, David Rathman, 
Tom Rose, Gaylord Schanilec, Chip Shilling, Jody Williams, 
and Emerson G. Wulling. 
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Gallery 369, Minneapolis Institute of Arts, 2400 Third 
Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404, USA
Free Exhibition. http://artsmia.org

Erratum: Brief Interruptions in the Waste Stream 
Amy Franceschini + Michael Swaine: 2010 IMPRINT 
Artists in Residence  at The San Francisco Center for the 
Book, USA, Until Jan 16, 2011
Erratum: Brief Interruptions in the Waste Stream, work 
from SFCB 2010 IMPRINT Artists in Residence, Amy 
Franceschini and Michael Swaine. Elements of the 
exhibition include performance, sculpture, video, the 
printed word, and master chess player Steve Brandwein. 
Erratum: Brief Interruptions in the Waste Stream is a new 
book by Futurefarmers’ Amy Franceschini and Michael 
Swaine. Erratum uses research, experimentation and social 
commentary to express a concern and critique of systems 
of capital and their effects on the material and social 
environment. This exhibition documents the making of 
the edition and provides an entry point and tools for the 
audience not only to imagine, but also to participate in and 
alter the devastating effects of pollution by using play 
to experiment with systemic change.

300 De Haro Street San Francisco CA 94103, USA
Tel: 415–565–0545
http://sfcb.org

Charlotte’s Dress: Lisa Sheppy
Brontë Parsonage Museum, UK
Until 19th December 2010
Artist Lisa Sheppy has created a series of fused glass 
artworks, using precious metal leaf and enamel 
printmaking. The pieces feature motifs taken from garments 
in the Brontë Parsonage Museum collection and text from 
Jane Eyre, and become almost miniature museum artefacts 
in their own right, exploring the life of Charlotte Brontë as 
well as the narrative of clothing.

Lisa Sheppy has an MA in Multi-Disciplinary Printmaking 
from UWE in Bristol. During her MA she carried out 
research at the Brontë Parsonage Museum, and has 
exhibited the resulting work as part of the British Glass 
Biennale 2010, Stourbridge; Studio Fusion Gallery, Oxo 
Building, London, and Royal West of England Academy, 
Bristol. info@lisasheppy.co.uk   www.lisasheppy.co.uk
Exhibition free on admission to the museum
For up to date information visit www.bronte.info
The Brontë Parsonage Museum is open every day
Opening hours: 11am - 5pm October to March

Stroud Students - Artists’ Books Exhibition 
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
Special Collections Room, Bower Ashton Library
Students from courses at Stroud College will be exhibiting 

their work in the library at Bower Ashton from 15th 
November - 13th December, in a show curated by a group 
of student representatives as part of their work experience. 
Books created in a variety of formats will be on display, 
from editioned books to book sculptures. Also on show, a 
selection of altered books and sketchbooks, showing the 
working process and versatility of the book form.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk

Cabinet of Curiosities at The Enchanted Palace 
Kensington Palace, London, UK
Now until April 2011
As part of an evolving exhibition at Kensington Palace, 
artist Frances Kiernan was invited to work with young 
people from the Prince’s Drawing School to create a series 
of journey journals, celebrating journeys both geographical 
and emotional. She was then commissioned to make 
books in response to Princess Caroline’s life. Both hers and 
the children’s books are now installed in the Cabinet of 
Curiosities at The Enchanted Palace exhibition. 

Threads of life - darts of joy and sorrow
The book charts the births of Princess Caroline’s children. 
It has 54 pages – one page for each year of Caroline’s life. 
Each child is named with the year of their birth on the 
relevant page. A dart has been handcut from the page and 
transferred to the linen thread which runs around and 
through the book, linking the threads of life in her family.  
There are nine darts – a dart for each of her nine children. 
One dart is coloured in black to mark the stillbirth of her 
fifth child Prince Augustus George in 1716.The cover has 
been blind embossed with thread from which it continues as 
the visible linen thread throughout the book.

Beyond the Window - windows filled with pencilled dreams
Princess Caroline longed to look out to the world and 
experience travel. She was a forward thinking woman 
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with interests in politics, the arts and science. This book 
represents Caroline’s longing to go out into the world. 
We imagine her dreaming of a world beyond the window 
looking out to reach the marvels of the universe. The 
windows appear to be never ending and the mirrors that 
surround the book help to convey how her dreams could 
never be attained. She contented herself with collecting 
curiosities that the men brought back from their travels.
The windows in this concertina book are handcut. The 
window panes are covered with Matsuo kozo paper that 
have been screen-printed from pencil drawings to reflect 
her dreams. The ‘Maru-chitsu’ wraparound case is screen 
printed onto bookcloth and can be closed with a Japanese 
bone clasp.

House of Accounts - a house within a room

This little house was inspired by Princess Caroline’s love of 
curiosities.  It is covered with the accounts from Caroline’s 
household during the time she was Queen. The outside 
of the house has been button-polished to give an ageing 
effect to the colour. The handmade book, filled with lists 
of accounts, becomes the roof of the house. It is covered 
in bookcloth and lined inside with marbled paper. Frances 
has created a little room within the cabinet cupboard where 
the house sits. The walls are covered in the accounts and 
a curtain has been screen-printed with a montage of the 
accounts and tied back with a red ribbon.

Kensington Palace State Apartments 
Kensington Gardens  London W8 4PX, UK. 
http://www.hrp.org.uk/EnchantedPalace
www.franceskiernan.co.uk

From Meliors Simms, in Hamilton, New Zealand

Kia ora e hoa ma
If you are in the area, I’d like to invite you to the Open 
Studio I am hosting on Sunday 12 December 2010, 3-7pm, 
15B Enderly Avenue, 5XRds, Hamilton (please park on the 
road and walk up the drive to my cottage-studio at the very 
back) I’d love you to bring your friends to preview my new 
work and work in progress including My Antarctica- my 
great big project this year which has not yet been exhibited 
anywhere- so come along and be the first to see this large 
scale hand-embroidered relief map of Antarctica! Plus lots 
of other work I’ve been making with paper, thread, yarn 
and fabric.  You can get an idea of what I’ve been up to by 
browsing through Bibliophilia, my blog at www.meliors.net

There will be old and new artists’ books and textile works 
for sale to suit every budget, so this is a chance to catch up 
on your gift shopping for the holiday season.  If you liked 
‘Punctuated Equlibrium’ my installation in the Vitrine at 
Waikato Museum earlier this year, now is your chance to 
purchase one of the elements from the installation. If you 
can’t make it to the Open Studio, check out my Etsy shop 
(www.meliors.etsy.com) because I am busy restocking it 
with lots of new items and pretty much everything for sale 
at the Open Studio is also available on Etsy.

Refreshments will be available, and the first 14 lucky visitors 
to the Open Studio will receive a goodie bag chock full of 
handmade-by-Meliors surprises. I hope you can drop by the 
Open Studio, I’d love to see you!
Arohanui
Meliors

I'm opening up my studio for an     
afternoon so anyone can come    

and see where I work and            
what I'm working on. 

 

Preview new work, including           
My Antarctica! 

Artist’s books, textiles and other  
hand-crafted goodness for sale! 

Goodie bags for first 14 visitors! 
Birthday cake! 
Bring your friends! 

Time: 3.00-7.00pm 

Sunday 12 December 

15B Enderly Road 

5XRds Hamilton 

Park on the street and 
walk up the drive  

For more info: 
www.meliors.net 

meliors6@gmail.com 

Meliors Simms – Artist 
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Rachel Eardley will be showing her works at Selvedge 
Christmas Fair, St Augustine’s Church Hall, London, 4th 
December; New England House Studio Sale - Brighton, 
9th-10th December. For more details please visit: 
www.racheleardley.blogspot.com

Snowflakes on Strange Thermals…
Rachel Hazell has made a paper installation fit for the 
season at The Edinburg Bookshop, on display throughout 
December. Suspended snowflake pages turning circles in 
the warm literary air.
The Edinburgh Bookshop 
219 Bruntsfield Place, Edinburgh, EH10 4DH. UK
Tel: 0131 447 1917   www.edinburghbookshop.com

An exhibition of artists’ books by Mikhail Karasik 
The Museum Het Valkhof, Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Until January 23rd 2011
Karasik will also sbe howing works at the Bibliotheca 
Wittockiana, Brussels from February 24th - April 30th 2011
A Catalogue raisonné Mikhail Karasik: Artist’s books 
and printed editions 1987 - 2010 has been published in 
conjunction with the exhibitions. 
Museum Het Valkhof
Kelfkensbos 59, 6511 TB Nijmegen, NL
http://www.museumhetvalkhof.nl
Mikhail Karasik M.K. Publishers, St Petersburg 
www.artists-book.net
 

Reverting to Type
Standpoint Gallery,  London, UK
10th-24th Dec 2010 and 4th- 22nd January 2011 
Reverting to Type is an exhibition of contemporary 
letterpress practitioners, showcasing how a centuries-old 
craft is being reinvented for modern day usage. 
The exhibition is curated by Graham Bignell of New 

North Press and graphic 
designer Richard Ardagh 
and features prints and 
publications by progressive 
practitioners from around 
the world. Participants 
include renowned US 
broadsheet printers 
Yee Haw Industries and 
Hatch Show Print as well as 
British presses Hand&Eye, 
Typoretum, Mr Smith and 
Occasional Print Club.

To coincide with the 
exhibition, New North 

Press has published the first of an ongoing series of 
collaborative prints by contemporary artists, designers 
and wordsmiths: author Vikram Seth, book-cover designer 

David Pearson and typographers Phil Baines, Catherine 
Dixon and Fraser Muggeridge were invited to utilise the 
studio’s type library in their own distinctive styles.

The majority of the show’s unique exhibits will be for 
sale and the gallery will also host a working Adana press 
to hand-print your own personalised Christmas cards. 
Reverting to Type aims to highlight the pioneers at the 
helm of the current resurgence of interest in letterpress; 
from computer-based designers with a desire to ply a craft 
with a tactile immediacy that has been lost with modern 
technology, to traditional presses finding new ways to 
revitalise their design output.

Established in 1986 by Graham Bignell, New North Press is 
an artisan letterpress print studio, specialising in setting and 
printing by hand. Richard Ardagh is a graphic designer who 
has worked with New North Press to produce collaborative 
poster editions such as Oranges & Lemons and a 150th 
anniversary print for Wilton’s Music Hall. 
new-north-press.co.uk

Standpoint Gallery, in the heart of east London, has 
exhibited innovative work by emerging artists for more
than a decade.  45 Coronet St, London N1 6HD 
10th-24th Dec 2010 and 4th- 22nd January 2011 
Open Daily, 10am - 6pm     standpointlondon.co.uk
Private view: Thursday 9th December

Norman McBeath is exhibiting work in the Royal Scottish 
Academy Open 2010. The show is on until 15th December.
Royal Scottish Academy, The Mound, Edinburgh EH2 2EL
Tel: 0131 225 6671
www.royalscottishacademy.org

Poems and Pictures: A Renaissance in the Art of the Book 
(1946-1981) Curated by Kyle Schlesinger
Museum of Printing History, Houston, USA
Until January 29, 2011
Poems & Pictures examines the relationship between visual 
and language art. The exhibition features over 60 books 
produced between 1946 and 1981, as well as paintings, 
collages, periodicals, and ephemera. Poets, artists and 
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collaborators include Wallace Berman, Joe Brainard, Robert 
Creeley, Jim Dine, Johanna Drucker, Philip Guston, Joanne 
Kyger, Emily McVarish, Karen Randall, Larry Rivers, George 
Schneeman, and many more. Together they share in the 
common objective of bringing bold new writing into print 
where commercial presses fear to tread, and to do so with 
flair, imagination and intelligence. 

This exhibition was organised by the Center for Book 
Arts in New York by guest curator Kyle Schlesinger, 
Assistant Professor of Communication Design and English, 
University of Houston - Victoria
www.printingmuseum.org

The ideal book: private presses in the Netherlands, 
1910-2010 Exhibition, lectures and masterclasses 
Museum Meermanno | Huis van het boek
From now until 20 February 2011
The Koninklijke Bibliotheek, National library of the 
Netherlands and Museum Meermanno | Huis van het 
boek are exhibiting the exhibition The ideal book.
The exhibition provides a survey, for the first time, of the 
private presses that have operated in the Netherlands over 
the past hundred years. It revolves around people who, 
in their search for the ideal book, make books at home in 
small editions printed on handmade paper, in handsomely-
bound editions and frequently in a unique typeface.

This survey ranges from the idealism of the pioneers, 
J.C. Bloem, J. Greshoff, P.N. van Eyck and J.F. van Royen, to 
the enthusiastic and pragmatic printers who operate today 
in the margins of the book trade: from books printed with 
hand-presses, illustrated broadsheets and special prints 
produced during the Second World War (such as those of 
H.N. Werkman) to the digitally-produced books of today. 
This multi-faceted exhibition touches on all of them, with 
the aid of unique documents – photographs, sketches, 
letters, visual and audio fragments – and with superb 
books that visitors can handle. The exhibition ends with a 
selection of items under the heading of ‘Beautiful marginal’, 
remarkable printed works of the present day.

The exhibition is accompanied by a richly illustrated book: 
Paul van Capelleveen and Clemens de Wolf (eds.), The ideal 
book. Private Presses in the Netherlands, 1910-2010, Vantilt 
Publishers, Nijmegen, 248 pp., 240 ill., H 34.95. 
The book is published in Dutch and English editions.
Museum Meermanno | Huis van het boek
Prinsessegracht 30 2514 ap Den Haag 
www.meermanno.nl

Radhika Khimji - Rashm I: The Corridor of Rasm
Qbox gallery, Greece
Until 18th December 
Qbox gallery is pleased to present Radhika Khimji’s first 
solo exhibition in Greece. Radhika Khimji (born Muscat, 

Oman, 1979) spent one and a half months on the island of 
Kea as a resident artist. In her show, curated by Ana Luiza 
Varella, Khimji will present a new body of work consisting 
of drawings that mainly derive from her notebooks. 

Her work describes a body in motion through drawings and 
installations that incorporate cut-out shapes, which are then 
positioned in different spaces. These cut-outs or “shifters” 
are constantly dislocated from their background supports 
and compelled to renegotiate their existence in new 
environments. They teeter on a place of near recognition 
as abstract figures, performing different gestures - by either 
sitting, standing, leaning or squatting. 

The significance of a notebook for travel and the 
documentation of a passage, are fundamental to the artist’s 
practice and to her understanding of how an art object 
materialises.  She has been led by experimenting with the 
intrinsic qualities of a notebook to make a series of floating 
hitchhikers that are in a state of transience. This travel 
related work has also introduced images from popular 
culture to her projects. The visual information in magazines 
and newspapers available on modern journeys have been 
starting points for many drawings. 

Armodiou 10, 1st floor, Varvakios agora 105 52 Athens, 
Greece. Metro: Monastiraki Omonia. www.qbox.gr
Opening hours: Tuesday - Friday 14:00 - 20:00
Saturday 12:00 - 16:00 or by appointment

Sam Winston - New works
Kaleid Editions, London, UK
1st - 22nd December
By the time you’ve read this sentence three people have 
been born into the world.
By the time you’ve read this sentence two will have 
passed away.
By the time you’ve lived through this twelve-hour day there 
will be 100,000 more children on the planet. And in the 
same twelve hours 70,000 people will have died.

Radhika Khimji: drawing from a notebook, 2010
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Birthday is a new work by artist Sam Winston. In it he 
records every individual birth and death over a twelve-hour 
period. Initially he imagined working in real time, marking 
the beat of each life with a small circle. But he immediately 
realised it was impossible to keep up with events and it 
would take many months to graphically capture the rhythm 
of life and death. The result is a set of images, of haunting 
intensity, that capture the ebb and flow of the planet’s 
population.

Alongside these drawings he will be presenting his new 
artist book, Orphan, and further studies around text and 
image. The artist will also be in residence throughout the 
duration of the exhibition creating new work.

“His methods of production are certainly of our 
time: statistics, data collection and analysis, computer 
programming. Yet he is dependent on craft as well: drawing, 
doodling, cutting and folding. Concepts are revealed and 
emerge through his interrogation, until they are utterly 
logical and clear. They are also inspiring, leading the viewer 
to a fresh understanding of an art that can be constructed 
from typography, opening onto a beautiful aesthetic 
composed of text as image.”
Esther Dudley, Lecturer in Design History, School of Art & 
Media, Plymouth University

Kaleid Editions, Unit 2, 23-25 Redchurch Street
London, E2 7DJ Wednesday to Sunday 11am -7pm.
PRIVATE VIEW Thursday 9th December 6pm - 9pm
Further information www.samwinston.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN: 
Nicola Dale - Seasons of The Book
It is winter for books. The cover for the December issue 
of BAN reflects current concerns over the disappearance 
of the book form as we know it. 

It seemed appropriate to represent this worry with T.S. 
Eliot’s description of snow in his poem “The Wasteland”... 
however, things are not as bleak as they seem - just as 
Eliot’s poem culminates with a change in season and 

therefore a renewal of hope, books are still with us and the 
artist’s book community in particular is helping to keep 
them alive for a little while yet.

Nicola Dale is an artist based at Rogue Studios in 
Manchester. For more information, please visit 
www.axisweb.org/artist/nicoladale

Minnesota Center for Book Arts 
As the largest and most comprehensive center of its kind 
in the nation, Minnesota Center for Book Arts celebrates 
the book as a vibrant contemporary art form that takes 
many shapes. From the traditional crafts of papermaking, 
letterpress printing and bookbinding to non-traditional 
artmaking and self-publishing techniques, MCBA supports 
the limitless creative evolution of book arts. To learn more, 
visit our website at www.mnbookarts.org

MCBA has put together a little video showing how far we 
can stretch $10 at Minnesota Center for Book Arts. Check 
out the link below - and then help pass the word along!
http://givemn.razoo.com/story/Minnesota-Center-For-
Book-Arts

TRACE 
TRACE re-launched in November in a new location, with 
their first exhibition in Cornwall UNTITLED, curated by 
Rebecca George and Thomas Jenkins.  
80 Mount Pleasant Rd, Camborne, Cornwall TR14 7RJ
T:  01209 718032   E: sianbonnelltrace@gmail.com  
Visit the website for news of exhibitions and to view and 
buy editions and books:  www.traceisnotaplace.com

A Call to Book Artists 2010-2012 for: 
An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi Street
From Beau Beausoleil
The Al-Mutanabbi Street Coalition is issuing a call to book 
artists to work on a project to “re-assemble” some of the 
“inventory” of the reading material that was lost in the 2007 
car bombing of al-Mutanabbi Street. We are asking book 
artists to join our project and further enhance the work of 
the Coalition by honouring al-Mutanabbi Street, by creating 
work that holds both “memory and future,” exactly what 
was lost that day. We ask that you create 3 books for the 
project, which is raising funds for Médecins Sans Frontières.  
If you would like to know more, or would like to join this 
project, please download the pdf at 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/mutancall10.htm 
for more information, and if you have any questions please 
contact us, we would love to have you contribute.
An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi Street
Beau Beausoleil - overlandbooks@earthlink.net
Sarah Bodman - Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk 
Contact either one of us from any other Book Artist 
worktable around the globe!!
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COURSES, LECTURES, CONFERENCES & WORKSHOPS

Stephen Bury: 
Unpacking my library: a UK perspective on artists’ books 
CENTRAL BOOKING, DUMBO, Brooklyn, NYC
2nd December, 6.30pm
Stephen Bury discusses the development of the artists’ 
books collections at Chelsea School of Art, London, where 
he was the Librarian 1984-2000, and at the British Library 
2000-2010, and his involvement with the artists’ book scene 
in the UK. 

Stephen Bury was the Librarian of Chelsea School of Art 
before moving to the British Library in 2000. In May 2010 
he became the Andrew W. Mellon Chief Librarian of the 
Frick Art Reference Library. He has written widely on artists’ 
books, including the monograph Artists’ books: the book as a 
work of art, 1963-1995 (1995) and a regular column for ‘Art 
Monthly’ 1996-. He has curated several exhibitions of artists’ 
books and was the founding Chair of the Board of Trustees 
of Book Works, London. He will be curating an exhibition 
of artists’ books and multiples, ‘Aphasic Disturbance’, at the 
ChelseaSpace, London in January 2011.
Central Booking
111 Front Street, Gallery 210, Brooklyn, NY 11201
http://centralbookingnyc.com
 

NEW! Evening Classes at the Centre for Fine Print 
Research, UWE Bristol

Letterpress Printing    8-week Evening Class 
Tuesday 8th February - Tuesday 29th March 2011
Led by Tom Sowden

(2.5 hrs per week 5.30-8pm) Max 7 places
Use letterpress to create beautifully printed posters, 
pamphlets, books, cards, broadsides, bookmarks etc. We 
have a good selection of letterpress fonts and ornaments 
to use in this creative process. You will be taught how 
to hand set metal and wood type, and print editions on 
the Vandercook presses.  The course fee covers inks and 
proofing papers, and teas / coffees. You will need to bring 
any other materials you wish to print on for your particular 
project or projects. Tom will advise on this after discussion.  
£220 full price  / £176 concessions

Any questions on the course content email: 
Tom.Sowden@uwe.ac.uk
Bookings email Jesse Heckstall-Smith: 
Jesse.Heckstall-Smith@uwe.ac.uk

Bookbinding for beginners     5-week Evening Class 
Tuesday 3rd May - Tuesday 31st May 2011
Led by Tom Sowden

(2.5 hrs per week 5.30-8pm) Max 8 places
An introduction to bookbinding covering 5 different 
techniques from a simple pamphlet stitch and Japanese 
stab bound books, through to long stitch, the French sewn 
flatback and perfect binding. The course fee covers all 
basic materials, and teas / coffees. Bookbinding tools 
will be provided for use, and are also available to buy for 
future work.  
£175 full price / £140 concessions
Any questions on the course content email: 
Tom.Sowden@uwe.ac.uk
Bookings email Jesse Heckstall-Smith: 
Jesse.Heckstall-Smith@uwe.ac.uk

For information on all our book classes, including 2011 
Summer Schools, please visit: 
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm

Artists’ books course at deepspaceworks
‘deepspaceworks’ is home to artistbookarts, and hosts a 
collection of artists’ books viewable by appointment.

Discover the concept of the artist book and their 
associations in historical and contemporary fine art 
practice, assess their potential within fine art practice, and 
explore a range of techniques employed to create artists’ 
books. 

Fridays for 6 weeks until January 2011, 10am - 3.30pm, 
£240.  deepspaceworks, 11 Hamilton Street, Charlton Kings, 
Gloucestershire, GL53 8HN, UK

To book on this course get in touch with Su on 
su@deepspaceworks.co.uk or 07974 697666. 
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Letterpress is the 
traditional method of 
industrial printing which 
involves the assembly 
of movable metal or 
wooden type and blocks. 
It was brought to the UK 
by William Caxton in the 
15th Century. Publishing 
and printing grew up in 
the quarter around EC4, 
which became the hub of 
the popular press until it 
dispersed in the 1980s.
 

Almost three decades on, letterpress is undergoing 
something of a renaissance in the UK. By and large, 
conventional print quality has never been as good as it is 
now, but this has been at the expense of the human touch 
inherent in older methods. As a result, many creative 
types are revisiting “hands-on” technologies. A younger 
generation is now using old letterpress equipment in 
highly innovative ways, combining it with the same digital 
technology that sounded the death knell for many trades 
allied to print back in the ‘80s. Many others have the simple 
desire to get their hands dirty after a day in front of a 
monitor and keyboard! 

It’s a slow, dirty process which means it will always be 
expensive in commercial terms, but as many enthusiastic 
new printers will testify, it is hugely satisfying with a unique 
and very green product at the end! Letterpress stationery, 
books and posters can now be found in many smart shops 
and galleries around the capital.

St Bride Foundation was founded in the 1890s and 
ran educational courses for those involved in printing 
and kindred trades. It formed the basis of the London 
College of Printing, which eventually moved to a larger 
site and became the London College of Communication. 
It also housed a library and public baths and provided 
“educational and moral training of boys and girls belonging 
to the ‘poorer classes’”. 
 
Nowadays, in keeping with the founders’ original intentions, 
St Bride Foundation regularly runs a variety of cultural and 
educational events for all ages and interests; in addition, 
the Library now houses the world’s foremost printing and 
graphic arts collection. Admission to the library is free 
and events are reasonably priced. St Bride Foundation is a 
registered charity and relies on public donations and events 
held within its historic building to keep its doors open.
 
Instruction will be given by established letterpress printers. 
Participants will literally be able to “print a piece of history” 
using the antique presses and blocks housed by the library.

For dates or to book, visit: http://printworkshop.stbride.org

New for 2011 - A series of 1, 2 and 3 day workshops that 
focus on alternative structures. They are organised by 
Lori Sauer, Fellow of Designer Bookbinders. 
These are innovative, contemporary bindings for the future 
based on solid working practices of the past. Other tutors 
include Paul Johnson and Benjamin Elbel. 

The first workshop is The Complete Book and will be held 
in Maidenhead, Berkshire, in January. In February there are 
4 workshops to choose from: Coptic Binding, The Picture 
Book, The Blizzard Book and Box Making. The location for 
these is in central Wiltshire, UK. Numbers are very limited 
so be sure to sign up soon. See the website for dates, costs 
and details:  www.bookbindingworkshops.com 
email: bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com

ASSOCIAZIONE PROFESSIONE LIBRO 
Some upcoming courses

FOTOBOOKS (International) Milan, 15th-16th January 
and 19th-20th March 2011 with Carmencho Arregui and 
Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo.
BOXES - III (International) Milan, 19th-23rd February, 
2011 with Cor Aerssens and Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo.
Cor Aerssens, Dutch box maker and bookbinder, brings his 
25 years of experience with him, to lead this workshop.
THE CRISSCROSS BINDING (FORMERLY THE SECRET 
BELGIAN BINDING) (International) Milan, 
26th February, 2011 with Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo 
and Cor Aerssens. 

More information on these and other new courses can be 
found at: http://www.professionelibro.it
ASSOCIAZIONE PROFESSIONE LIBRO Fine Bindings, 
Book Conservation. Via A. Del Bon, 1 - 20158 Milan, Italy.
www.professionelibro.it   info@professionelibro.it

START PRESS! Printing returns to Fleet Street
St Bride Foundation will be holding classes for those who 
wish to learn the ‘black art’ of letterpress printing for the 
first time since 1922.  This actually means that printing 
presses will be rolling in Fleet Street once again! 



Bookbinding workshops at the Owl & Lion Gallery
A schedule of workshops in bookbinding, including evening 
courses and full day workshops are taught at Owl & Lion 
Gallery by resident Master Bookbinder Isabelle Ting. 
There are also some special techniques workshops with 
Master Bookbinder Tom McEwan. For more information 
please visit our website www.owlandliongallery.com
Book online: www.owlandlion.bigcartel.com 
or phone: +44(0)131 220 0900. For further details please 
email:  info@owlandliongallery.com
Owl & Lion Gallery / Boutique
15 Grassmarket, Edinburgh EH1 2HS, UK

The Design of Understanding Conference
St Bride Library, London
Friday 28 January 2011
A one-day conference curated by Max Gadney which 
explores design’s contribution to understanding. 
‘We will not just be looking at the discipline of Information 
Design, but broader, to subjects such as visual and statistical 
literacy - as I believe that good conferences have breadth as 
well as depth.’

9:30 am (registration from 8.45)
In the Bridewell Hall, St Bride Foundation
Tickets £75 (£60 FoSB members); concessions £30 (£25 
FoSB members)
Blog: http://www.thedesignofunderstanding.com
More information: 
http://stbride.org/events/thedesignofunderstanding
Tickets: http://designofunderstanding.eventbrite.com

The Designer Bookbinders’ lecture series, London

One-day lecture series, Saturday 8 January, stars at 10.30 
am with Susan Allix - Balancing Acts: On Artist’s Books, 
and how words, images and bindings influence each other 
in the making of the complete book. 12 noon, Stephen 
Conway -  25 and Still Counting: A short review of 25 years 
of running a provincial craft bindery. 2 pm, Tom Perkins 
- Contemporary Letter Carving in Stone: A personal view. 
3.30 pm, Rosemary Temperley  - Paper engineered Books: 
An explanation of paper engineering and how it has been 
used in the field of book publication.

All talks take place at The Art Workers Guild, 6 Queen 
Square, London WC1. Nearest underground stations: 
Holborn and Russell Square. 

Admission: DB members £5, non-members £7, students 
£2.50 per lecture. Four Saturday lectures: DB members £18, 
non-members £26 and students £9. 

Further details from Julia Dummett and Rachel Ward-Sale: 
01273 486 718 / lectures@designerbookbinders.org.uk

OPPORTUNITIES

Artist in Residence - Lancaster, UK
Most libraries in research organisations within the UK are 
undertaking the transition from paper-based to online 
information delivery and with it a drastic change in what is 
a library and what it represents. The users realise that their 
research patterns and habits have changed and that they do 
not use the collections sufficiently to warrant their retention 
but what remains between them and the physical collections 
is a strong emotional bond. 

Due to reorganisation, a lot of books and journals are being 
discarded, and at the end of the disposal process material 
that remains is recycled as waste. Ahead of the final disposal 
for recycling, we would like to create something artistic 
to represent the transition of medium, the change from 
something physical to something virtual, to explore the 
breaking of the emotional bond and how it affects identity.

To achieve this we are looking for an ‘Artist in Residence’ 
to work in a cross-disciplinary way with the staff, leading 
workshops to discover how they feel about the transition 
and working in participatory collaborative sessions with 
staff to translate those feelings into pieces of art.

The project would be based at Lancaster and we are 
looking for artists in the northwest of England who would 
be interested in participating. If interested, for further 
information, email Steve Prince at sjpr@ceh.ac.uk 

Manly Library Artist’s Book Award 2011
Manly Library in Australia, has been active for more than 
half a century and is today the focus of many innovative 
cultural programs serving our community, including this 
inaugural Artists’ Book Award. An Artist Book Collection 
in Manly Library reflects, in a challenging and thought-
provoking way, the long tradition of enquiry, curiosity and 
innovation that books signify - particularly in the hands 
of artists. Artists’ books are naturals for libraries, stressing 
the creative potential of the book medium and restating 
the long-standing relationship between the book and the 
library. This event is an acquisitive prize.

Any artists’ book created in the past two years is eligible 
to enter the Manly Library Artists’ Book Award 2011. 
This award provides Manly Library an opportunity to 
develop an artists’ book collection and in so doing also 
contribute to the development and awareness of artists’ 
books. Each acquired book will be available to be viewed 
in the library and will be digitally available via the Library 
website for unlimited access supporting programming of 
many kinds: workshops, lectures, exhibits etc.  

Works will be selected and judged by Akky van Ogtrop – Art 
Historian / President of the Print Council of Australia and 
Therese Kenyon – Director Manly Art Gallery & Museum.
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Entries must be available for acquisition by Manly Library 
at the artist’s nominated price. Works to the value of $3000 
will be selected at their nominated price for inclusion in 
the Manly Library Artist Book Collection. Please note that 
works will only be acquired if the price does not exceed 
current market value. Artists are required to supply Manly 
Library with a tax invoice if work is purchased. GST is the 
responsibility of the artist. 

Entries close Friday 11th February 2011, 5pm
All entries must be submitted with the entry form.
Cost of entry is $25.00 non-refundable.
For full conditions of entry, download the form at:
http://www.manly.nsw.gov.au/content.aspx?PageID=79

Artist’s Book Cornucopia II
A juried show of artists’ bookworks open to artists at 
least 18 years of age. If you live outside the United States, 
please contact gallery for additional guidelines. Eligible 
are any artist bookworks other than POD (Self Published 
On Demand such as Lulu, Blurb and so forth). Books may 
be editioned or unique, sculptural or more traditionally 
bound, interactive or passive. Books that measure more than 
18 inches (closed) in any dimension are ineligible. 
Entry Deadline January 29, 2011

Entries will be juried by Brea Black, Special Collections 
Librarian at the Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library 
in Topeka, Kansas. Up to $1500 in purchase and exhibition 
awards will be awarded at gallery director’s discretion. 
For a prospectus, email the gallery or visit gallery website, 
click on upcoming opportunities to link to downloadable 
PDF. Alicia Bailey, Director, Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe, Unit #101, Denver, CO 80204, USA
Tel: 720.282.4052 or 303.340.2110
www.abecedariangallery.com
www.abecedariangallery.wordpress.com

Book Destruction: Call For Papers for a Conference at
Senate House, University of London, UK, 16 April 2011
Much attention has been given in recent years to the book 
as a material, historical object and its possible technological 
obsolescence in the era of digitisation. Such reflections 
have tended to concentrate on the production and cultural 
circulation of books, their significance and their power to 
shape knowledge and subjectivities. But there is another
aspect to our interactions with the book which remains 
relatively unexplored: the history of book destruction. 
In certain circumstances books are treated not with 
reverence but instead with violence or disregard. 

This conference invites reflections on this alternative
history of the book, and we welcome papers from a range 
of historical periods and disciplinary backgrounds. We 
welcome proposals from postgraduate students, as well as 
from more established academics.

Why do people destroy books? What are the mechanics of 
book destruction: the burning, pulping, defacing, tearing, 
drowning, cutting, burying, eating? What are the cultural 
meanings that have been attached to book destruction, and 
what do they reveal about our investments in this over-
familiar object? Why should the burning of books have 
such symbolic potency? Book destruction is often invoked 
as a symbol of oppressive, despotic regimes; what is our 
ethical position, now, in relation to such acts? What is the 
relationship between book destruction and other forms
of cutting up (quotation; collage)? When do acts of 
destruction become moments of creativity? How does 
destruction relate to recycling and reuse? Do transitions in 
media (manuscript to print; print to digital) threaten those 
older forms? How might the current phase of digitisation
and the gradual disappearance of library stock relate to 
prior moments of destruction? In the internet age, is it still 
possible to destroy (that is, completely erase) a text? What 
does materiality mean in a digital age?

Please send 300-word proposals (for a 20 minute paper) 
and a brief CV, by 10th January 2011, to: 
Dr Gill Partington (g.partington@bbk.ac.uk) and
Dr Adam Smyth (adam.smyth@bbk.ac.uk),

OPEN CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
CHESSSTORY playing cards.
Stories of fifty (50) words or less for inclusion in 
CHESSSTORY, a limited edition set of cards designed and 
printed by Louffa Press. Each card will have a chess piece on 
one side, and a very, very short story on the other. The cards 
are meant to function in sets of playable chess pieces for a 
standard chess board. Preference will be given to tight, lucid 
stories that paint a vivid picture with brevity and punch, 
something like an injection of hyper-Calvino. The stories 
don’t have to be about chess - they could use chess as an 
unseen influence: a character who strategizes like a pawn; a 
bus that pauses briefly by a streetcorner game of dominoes.  
Also welcome are stories that relate to the game of chess 
itself, or even games and strategy in a more general, social, 
anthropological or imaginary sense - opposites, race issues, 
adversity, etc. There is no limit, but quality is a must. 
Thirty-two stories will be accepted, exactly one story per 
chess piece, so send your best work. The art for the pieces 
will be silkscreened and the stories letterpressed on artisan 
paper. Card sets will be numbered and signed. 

THE DEADLINE is January 31st, 2011. SUBMIT UP 
TO THREE STORIES. Best of luck!  Send your stories 
to david@louffapress.com. In the subject line, write 
CHESSSTORY, and the word count.   

David Moscovich founded Louffa Press in 2010 to 
promote new, innovative microfictions in limited run, 
handmade editions as collectible works of art. His stories 
and interviews have appeared in Word Riot, Rain Taxi, The 
Rumpus, Fringe and others. www.louffapress.com
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Postcards Competition
Picture this: postcards and letters beyond text conference 
is delighted to launch its Postcards Competition, a mixed-
media writing competition, hosted in collaboration with 
the publishers Myriad Editions, which invites entrants 
to experiment with the postcard form and to explore 
relationships between the verbal and the visual. 
The Postcards Competition welcomes any and all kinds 
of writing – fiction and/or non-fiction, poetry, fragment, 
cartoon, criticism, aphorism, autobiography, travel – as long 
as it fits onto a standard sized postcard and is addressed 
to someone. The pictorial aspect of the postcard can be 
original artwork (drawing, photography, collage, etc.), any 
found image, or a commercial picture postcard (antique or 
contemporary) that complements the writing. Postcards 
will be judged on how compelling the writing is and on 
how successfully the visual and verbal elements are brought 
together.

All entries will be read by the Picture this: postcards and 
letters beyond text conference committee and will be judged 
by the novelist Nicola Barker, whose latest novel Burley 
Cross Postbox Theft (2010) is a comic epistolary. Results of 
the competition will be announced at the conference as 
part of an evening event, which will include a reading and 
exhibition of winning entries. Competition winners will 
participate in this event, which will be open to conference 
delegates and members of the public.

Nicola Barker’s judging comments will be made in 
correspondence to be read out on the evening. 
Key conference participants, including Victoria Blunden, 
editor at Myriad Editions, will also present comments on 
the winning entries. Winning entries will be published on 
the website of Myriad Editions and concurrently in the 
online academic journal Excursions. The closing date for 
submissions is 21st January 2011. For more information 
and for how to enter, please visit our website 
www.postcards-letters.org.uk and follow the link to 
‘Postcards Competition’. You can also email enquiries to 
us at: enquiries@postcards-letters.org.uk
We look forward to receiving your work!
http://www.postcards-letters.org.uk/index.php/picturethis/
index/pages/view/postcardscompetition  

grahame galleries +  editions Australia
Call to artists! for an exhibition of artists’ books on the 
subject of  ‘Democracy’ in August/September 2011
Lessons in History Vol. II  Democracy

“…In Italy, for thirty years under the Borgias, they had 
warfare, terror, murder and bloodshed, but they produced 
Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci and the Renaissance.
In Switzerland they had brotherly love, they had five 
hundred years of democracy and peace and what did 
that produce? The cuckoo clock.”  
Harry Lime in The Third Man (1949)

Graham Greene’s character expresses contempt for 
democracy in stark contrast to our sense of ‘democracy’ as 
a ‘feel-good’ idea. With missionary zeal, we have undertaken 
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, in part to bring a western 
‘democratic system’ to the citizens of these countries.
But is the ‘democracy’ we wish to impose already broken? 
Will the cuckoo clock be all that is left?

For information on submitting an artist’s book go to 
www.grahamegalleries.com
PO Box 515, Paddington Q4064 Australia
T +61 7 3369 3288  / F +61 7 3369 3021
info@grahamegalleries.com
www.grahamegalleries.com

Doverodde Book Arts Festival 2-5 June 2011 
A beautiful meeting place in North Jutland for book artists
In the old restored merchant’s warehouse in Doverodde 
by the Limfjord, our festival is a meeting place for both 
participants and visitors. Amidst the beautiful countryside 
you can experience book arts both formally - exhibition and 
talks - and informally - stands, workshops and book café. 

Themed exhibition of book arts 2 June-26 June 
Participants: practising artists and crafts folk.
Works: artists’ books, book-objects, hand bound books, etc 
selected from submissions. Theme 2010: ... in the air 
Only works treating the theme will be included in the main 
exhibition. Official opening 3rd June. Insurance: works in 
our care will be covered by our insurance. We will return 
works by, and cover the cost of, regular parcel post. 

The theme is 
“… in the air” 
… in the air / ... i luften
…something is in the air
something invisible? something intangible? something 
physical? something mechanical? oxygen, nitrogen, Co2, 
particles, clouds, kites, planes, ghosts, spaceships, castles, rain, 
snow, wind, birds, bees, flying bicycles, ... love?
or maybe it’s just your book hanging from above.

Stands 3-5 June 10:00 - 17:00
On top floor of warehouse - 24 tables (85 x 120 cm) - show, 
discuss and sell.  Some tables have wall space available for 
display.  There is a 100 DKK / EUR 13.50 booking fee – 
payable on arrival – incl. rental of white tablecloth for stand.
Coffee/tea is provided (free) for stand-holders during 
opening hours 

Contact information:
Liz Hempel-Jørgensen: Project coordinator 
Mette-Sofie Ambeck: Consultant, network site 
http://nordicbookarts.ning.com
Karin Nikolaus: Leader, Limfjordscentret, +45 97959266
www.bookarts-doverodde.dk
mail@bookarts-doverodde.dk
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INTERNET NEWS

From Edith Derdyck in Brazil: Amir Brito Cadôr’s website 
with lots of information on some inspirational artists’ 
books: www.gramatologia.blogspot.com

Slavs and Tatars is a faction of polemics and intimacies 
devoted to an area east of the former Berlin Wall and 
west of the Great Wall of China known as Eurasia. The 
collective’s work spans several media, disciplines, and 
a broad spectrum of cultural registers (high and low) 
focusing on an oft-forgotten sphere of influence between 
Slavs, Caucasians and Central Asians. View their work at:
http://www.slavsandtatars.com

Scenes from a village 26 - Fire stations and village shops
Andrew Norris - The latest posting from the village. Just 
how important is the village shop to the local community?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJmylwdDzMk

Paul Coldwell has a new website with his projects at: 
www.paulcoldwell.org

An expanded article on Accordion and Tunnel Books 
by Randolph Huebsch, published  in the Guild of 
Bookworkers Journal can now be downloaded from his 
website as a PDF at: www.randhuebsch.com/write.html

From Carmencho Arregui  NEW - SPINES 1, 2, 3
The spine is of primary importance for books, just as it 
is for human beings. We talk about good opening and 
flexibility as opposed to the stiffness of some volumes that 
can hardly be read. And when a book cannot be read… 
can we call it a book?  There are three new bindings in 
“Spines 1, 2, 3” at Carmencho’s website. To see Pergamo, 
twoStars and Rodback visit:  
http://www.outofbinding.com/spines1.htm
http://www.outofbinding.com/spines2.htm
http://www.outofbinding.com/spines3.htm

When she came for 
A new short animated film by Andi McGarry which was 
made using paintings and Indian ink drawings together 
with a newly crafted song.
http://www.youtube.com/user/AAAAAAndi

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

Miss Carol’s 2011 Calendar 
A freshly made production by Pet Galerie
An outcome of a year-long residency by Angie Butler, 
working with the staff and clients of Miss Carol’s, a small 
traditional Hair Stylist, in Bristol, UK.

Having lived in the area (a few streets away from the shop) 
for a while, I had noticed that the shop window had an 
ever-changing display throughout the course of the year, 

celebrating all types of occasions, holidays and themes, 
some traditional - some less so! I was quite fascinated by 
the items in the window, and how some of the same objects 
were incorporated each time, but in different ways, into the 
display. I wanted to find out more about the relationship 
between the windows and what was going on inside the 
shop. The displays were very home made, but with a 
particular sense of style. Each window being dressed by 
‘June’ (now in her eightieth year) who used to be a window 
dresser for John Lewis. This was going to be her last year 
of ‘windows’ for Miss Carol’s - the very last window to be 
dressed, being in October. I have documented each window 
June has made a display for in the past 12 months, to 
produce a limited edition Miss Carol’s Calendar for 2011.

Badges and postcards also available.
The calendar is stocked at Arnolfini Bookshop Bristol, 
Miss Carol’s Hair Salon, Church Road, St George, Bristol 
and bookartbookshop, Pitfield Street, London, UK. 
Also available by mail order from Pet Galerie.
Miss Carol’s 2011 Calendar, £9.99, order now at: 
www.petgalerie.co.uk

Box of Herta Müller
The first collection of poems-collages by last year’s Nobel 
prize-winner Herta Müller was published in November. 
Der Wächter nimmt Seinen Kamm (The Guard Takes His 
Comb) is a poetic collection of hand-made collages enclosed 
in a shapely box. You can see its unconventional form 
by watching designs and photographs available on the 
publisher’s site: www.ha.art.pl  This unusual book has never 
been translated into any foreign language to date. Last year, 
only a few days before Müller was awarded the Nobel prize, 
the rights to the perhaps most unusual book in the writer’s 
literary output were purchased by Ha!art Corporation to 
publish in their popular series Liberatura.
www.ha.art.pl

At the Turn of the Centuries: The Influence of Early 20th 
Century Book Arts on Contemporary Artists’ Books
By Jae Jennifer Rossman, Stephen Bury, Angela Lorenz, 
Marcia Reed
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This publication presents the essays of scholars Stephen 
Bury and Marcia Reed and artist Angela Lorenz on the 
relationship between contemporary and early-twentieth-
century bookworks. Originally presentations at a 2007 
conference of the same name, At the Turn of the Centuries is 
a permanent documentation of the presenters’ ideas. 
The lecture and this publication also honour the late 
Tony Zwicker, an important advocate of artists’ books.

Free PDF download at www.lulu.com/product/file-
download/at-the-turn-of-the-centuries/13227403
Also available as 15.2 x 22.9, Paperback, £13.24 
www.lulu.com/product/paperback/at-the-turn-of-the-
centuries/13227402

Published by Jae Jennifer Rossman, Book Arts Essay 4
the jenny-press, PO Box 207057, New Haven, CT 06520
thejennypress@yahoo.com

A new title from Café Royal Books
9.065934065934066 
Theo Simpson + Craig Barker
Everything can be broken down and represented by numbers. 
They occur everywhere. They shape the physical and the non-
physical landscape.
They shape our very being. This number is recurring. 
The landscape of being re-occurs.
Being must be defined. We must define an end point. 
The end is 066. The end of reoccurrence.

2010, 24pages, 140 mm x 200 mm, b/w digital / hand 
printed cover, unbound numbered edition of 100.
£5.50 UK, £6.00 Europe, £6.50 International including P&P.
Available from: http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/904

Since 2002, Gracia & Louise have been making zines to 
share with you. What began as a cut, fold and staple affair 
has since grown to become something altogether more 
elaborate, something more akin to our artists’ books. 
Today, what we refer to as a zine straddles with ease the 
space between zine and artists’ book by way of small 
publication. Call them what you will, we ask only that you 
derive some joy from them. Today, we have two new zines to 
add to the lineup that steadily grows year by year.

Quadrupeds drawn from London’s Natural History 
Museum collection, a zine by Louise Jennison

This zine features the African elephant named George who 
resided in the main hall of the Natural History Museum 
in the years prior to the Diplodocus; Johnston’s okapi on 
display in 1901; a tiger from the Game Animals of the 
Empire exhibition of 1932; a lion in a damaged cabinet 
after the 1944 bombings; a rabbit frequently sketched by 
schoolchildren in the Children’s Centre, 1949.
B&W zine on yellow paper. 10.5 cm x 7.5 cm.  AUD $2

There, a moment held, a zine by Gracia Haby 
This zine includes twelve recent postcard collages from 
2010. Making this near to impossible; Still without a clue; 
Keeping on one’s toes for the reasons obvious; And so it would 
seem, not all the best hiding places were taken; At least this 
one was safe; With tail to catch moon should it fall; and In 
plain sight of all those in office, the lesser malay chevrotain 
hoped luck was on her side are several that feature.

27 page full-colour zine (with postcard collage titles printed 
in B&W on separate pages) with yellow cover card and 
spine, and a cardboard back. This zine also features three 
random ephemera pages dispersed throughout. 
Zine proportions: 10.5 cm x 15 cm. AUD $8
All zines are wrapped in an envelope with cardboard 
insert to ensure arrival of a smooth zine to your door.
Available from http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com
http://www.gracialouise.com
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Nevermore, Again: Poe Exhumed
A new artist’s book by Karen Hanmer

A criminal undone by his own bravado.
A national hero who has no substance. 
A prosperous people believing they are immune to the 
tragedies befalling their neighbors. 
A man leaving for a hike in the hills and coming back with 
an unbelievable story. 
A large swath of society falling for a hoax. 

Current events mirror tales written by Edgar Allan Poe 
over one hundred and fifty years ago. Nevermore, Again: 
Poe Exhumed pairs twelve Poe stories with equally spine-
tingling stories from the news. The Premature Burial and 
the struggling economy, The Balloon Hoax and the hunt 
for weapons of mass destruction, A Tale of The Ragged 
Mountains and politicians’ dalliances in the Appalachian 
Mountains and beyond, William Wilson and genetically 
modified food, The Black Cat and the bravado of a former 
Illinois governor, The Man That Was Used Up and the 
meteoric rise of a former Alaska governor.

The typography and design for Nevermore, Again: Poe 
Exhumed are based on the first edition of Poe’s first 
published work, Tamerlane and Other Poems. Like 
Tamerlane, the Standard Edition is presented in a paper 
wrapper. The Deluxe Edition is presented in an early 
19th-century-style publisher’s binding with marbled paper 
by Pamela Smith. Both editions are inkjet printed on 
Ruscombe Mill pale wove handmade paper. 

“Although few people today are likely to confuse Edgar 
Allan Poe with Nostrodamus or to view his stories and 
poems as predictions of the future, book artist Karen 
Hanmer has cleverly and forcefully shown Poe’s relevance 
to today’s world in Nevermore, Again: Poe Exhumed.

By showing - with jarring emphasis - the connection 
between Poe masterpieces and modern dilemmas or 
scandals, Hanmer illustrates that some things never change. 
Unfortunately.

In Nevermore, Again, themes of hoax, false assurance and 
security, loose tongues, overreactions based on fear, and 
misleading facades with no underlying substance in Poe’s 
tales are linked to modern incidents such as the Iraqi war, 
political sex scandals, Internet impropriety, and man-made, 
technology-driven natural disasters. 

As in his own day, Poe is read today for the goose-bumps 
his stories can raise. As Nevermore, Again points out, 
our modern life can raise even more goose-bumps, with 
consequences far beyond a disturbed sleep. Perhaps nothing 
in Poe is - or should be - more disturbing than what we are 
confronted with in the world around us today.”

William K. Finley, Head, Special Collections, Jackson 
Library, UNC Greensboro, USA

These introductory prices valid until January 1, 2011
Standard edition, 40 pages, 6 3/8 x 4 1/4 x 1/8 inches, $250
Deluxe edition, 44 pages, 6 1/2 x 4 1/4 x ¼ inches, $375
Available from: http://www.karenhanmer.com

WHEN DRAWINGS BECOME VIEWERS
In an artist’s book, image and text usually complement one 
another. Sometimes they define and represent each other. In 
the case of the latest book by José Luis Parra, the drawings 
of the deceased painter Pau Valles only observe the poems. 
The eyes of his characters don’t judge, they just contemplate 
and listen to the poetry.

Parra has never met Valles and never will, as Valles died 
5 years ago. Parra was just able to meet him through his 
paintings. This contemplative book represents their one and 
only encounter. Although having a different background 
and different ways to see arts, both of them are good 
observers. Their language is resolute, similar to a sender-
receiver contact. That is what this book is about.
This December we are pleased to present the artist book 
“ParraValles”, in a limited edition of 25, hand bound, signed 
by José Luis Parra and containing 2 unreleased poems of 
José Luis Parra and 12 previously unreleased drawings of 
Pau Valles. Available from: www.editorialkrausse.com
info@editorialkrausse
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DO SOME WORK
Tired of being surrounded by lazy gets at work? 
Need a motivational poster for the office? 
New age dolphins or lion cubs not your thing?
Here’s an alternative (and it’s swear free so you can pin it 
up anywhere!). Graduated inking on 260 gsm Naturalis in 
a limited, signed edition of 35. Dimensions: 9 x 12.5 inches  
22.5 x32 cm. 

On sale from Hi Artz Press for £25 + £3.50 P&P, in the UK, 
email for international postage: studio@hi-artz.co.uk
Comes mailed in a strong tube, which you can use as a 
“persuader”, if the message still doesn’t get through!

Helen E. Ingham, The Hi-Artz Press, PO Box 927
Luton, LU1 5ZF, UK.  www.hi-artz.co.uk

CITY SHIELDS (artists’ books) Louise Levergneux
Prospectus for new volumes 27/10/2010
City Shields is a photographic documentation where the 
artist takes the viewer on a walking journey through the 
urban streets of various Canadian, Scottish and American 
cities. Levergneux has collected souvenirs of travelled 
cities around the world using manhole covers to depict 
exploration of geographical locations along her life journey.

Photographing only those manhole covers that Levergneux 
discovers along her journeys keeps in perspective the 
autobiographical theme of her artwork. Levergneux has now 
accumulated over 900 photos of manhole covers during 

the last 10 years, enough to publish 43 volumes. The new 
volumes furnish a different vision of industrial archaeology 
in the cities of the states of Idaho, Iowa, Nebraska, 
Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, Wyoming, and some additional 
cities in Canada. 

The new volumes of City Shields are entitled:
Vol 3: No 4 Montréal, Canada 
Vol 3: No 5 Montréal, Canada
Vol 3: No 6 Cantons de l’est, Canada
Vol 3: No 7 Cantons de l’est, Canada 
Vol 3: No 8 Cantons de l’est, Canada
Vol 3: No 9 Gatineau Secteur Aylmer, Canada
Vol 3: No 10 Gatineau Secteur Gatineau, Canada
Vol 3: No 11 Gatineau Secteur Hull, Canada
Vol US 6: No 1 Pennsylvania, US
Vol US8 : No 1 Iowa, US
Vol US9 : No 1 Nebraska, US
Vol US11 : No 1 Texas, US
Vol US13 : No 1 Wyoming, US
Vol US13 : No 2 Wyoming, US
Vol US13 : No 3 Wyoming, US
Vol US14 : No 1 Idaho, US
Vol US12 : No 1 Utah, US
Vol US12 : No 2 Utah, US
Vol US12 : No 3 Utah, US
Vol US12 : No 4 Utah, US
Vol US12 : No 5 Utah, US
Vol US12 : No 6 Utah, US

This is a self-published book in an edition of 25 copies. 
The edition is unnumbered and unsigned. Each volume of 
City Shields contains 21 die-cut photographs of manhole 
covers held in an insert covered by a clear plastic jewel case. 
A legend of where the manhole cover photos were taken is 
printed on the inside of the insert. Price: $35 per volume
The new volumes are now available. The series can be 
viewed at: www.louiselevergneux.com
For inquires or orders please contact the artist via email at: 
louiselevergneux@gmail.com

Ambivalence - Louise Levergneux
Louise Levergneux is proud to present Ambivalence, an 
artist’s book that is a photographic documentation of 
Ohio pet cemeteries. Levergneux takes us on a tour, which 
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at first glance is a familiar one to many of us. On closer 
inspection, however, the scenes presented are quite out 
of the ordinary, provoking a feeling of ambivalence in 
the viewer; the tombstones, votive candles and religious 
statuary memorialize departed beloved pets, not friends and 
relatives. Intellectually, many of us don’t believe that animals 
possess an immortal soul, but emotionally, those creatures 
that offer us unconditional love necessitate remembrance in 
the form of this extended communal ritual. The disconnect, 
or ambivalence, between the mind and the heart is at the 
core of this collection of photographic essays.

This is a self-published book in an edition of 8 copies, 
spiral metal binding in the French door style, created in 
Photoshop and digitally printed with an Epson Stylus Photo 
2200. Cover printed on Aspen Dual Matte paper, 165 gsm, 
images printed on Inkpress Print Plus Matte 44 Duo paper, 
180 gsm. Price: US $288
The edition is unnumbered and unsigned.
The book has 48 double sheets non-paginated and the 
dimensions are 18 3/4” W x 6 3/4” H x 1/2” D

The book can be viewed at: www.louiselevergneux.com
For inquires or orders please contact the artist via email at: 
louiselevergneux@gmail.com

Belongings 
Lucy May Schofield and Sylvia Waltering

Belongings is a collaborative project between Lucy May 
Schofield and Sylvia Waltering, involving the contributions 
of eight other women. 

For Lucy and Sylvia to create the work the individual 
contributors were selected and approached with the simple 
request to provide the artists with an object that has a 
special story or memory attached to it. They were also asked 
to record that story, and return the text in a sealed envelope 
so it would not be revealed to them.

The artists then used what they were loaned as muse 
and stimulation for their writing to unfold, creating new 
narrative potential. The resulting artist’s publication 
contains photographs of the belongings and the writings 
they inspired.

15 x 18.5 cm, 40 pages, with eight colour plates, hardbound 
in Windsor-Elcho, bronze foil blocked, printed on uncoated 
paper with a Heidelberg GTO52, hand-finished edition 
of 90, £22 each. To order a copy please email:
babl@lucymayschofield.co.uk

The journal So Multiples is pleased to inform you of the 
publication of issue # 5
This journal on multiples and other artists’ publications, 
can be read or downloaded at: http://www.so-multiples.com
 

The Green Bean by Katie Green
I published Issue 7 of my monthly zine, The Green Bean, 
which is available in my etsy shop, in November.  Issue 8, 
coming out at the beginning of this month, will mark the 
end of Volume 1, and will be the last monthly issue.  In the 
new year I’ll be adopting a bi-monthly publishing schedule 
to free up a bit more of my time for other projects, both 
self-publishing and my graphic novel.  

If you’ve not read a Green Bean at all, or you know someone 
who you think should be reading it, I’m offering the 
complete Volume 1 (issues 1-8) as a gift set to pre-order, 
at the discounted price of $50 (£30).  Of course, you can 
still buy individual issues too if there are any missing from 
your collection.

http://www.katiegreen.co.uk
http://www.katiegreen.etsy.com
http://www.katiegreenbean.blogspot.com
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Artwords Press is delighted to announce the publication: 
Transmission Annual. Hospitality
Transmission is the act of passing something on, via a 
channel. One might make a list of ways of transmission, 
including wisdom, enlightenment, education, messages sent 
over a distance through electrical or electronic means, and 
disease (which has both locus and route). In transmission, 
there is a move from one to another, and each may be 
changed in the move, in the encounter. Transmission 
Annual has followed a theme, that of hospitality, and as a 
theme it has no rules other than those of hospitality (to 
honour the guest, the stranger and the friend). Transmission 
Annual draws on broad horizons, wide paths, and diverse 
fields. 
 
Contributors to the pilot issue:
Graham Allen * Kristen Alvanson * Amanda Beech * Jerome 
Carroll * Clegg & Guttmann 8 Kris Cohen * Clare Connors 
 Nigel Cooke* Michael Corris* Eileen Costa * Juan Cruz * 
Meritxell Duran * Tim Etchells * Marcia Farquhar * Rachel 
Garfield  * Charlie Gere * Judith Goddard * Laura Heit * 
Vit Hopley * Nancy Hwang * Alfredo Jaar * Jaspar Joseph-
Lester * Ahuvia Kahane * Sharon Kivland * Esther Leslie * 
Yve Lomax * Juliet Flower MacCannell * Robin Mackay * 
Marko Mäetamm * Victor Mazin * Penny McCarthy * E. 
Elias Merhige * Forbes Morlock* Reza Negarestani * Hayley 
Newman * Dany Nobus * Haralampi G. Oroschakoff  *  
John W.P. Phillip * Cesare Pietroiusti * Jeanne Randolph * 
Antonio Santos * Javier Santos * Naomi Segal * Roy Sellars 
Blake Stimson * Thomson & Craighead * Irene De Vico 
Fallani * Rodrigo Villas * Nina Wakeford * Sarah Wood

Edited by Michael Corris, Jaspar Joseph-Lester, Sharon 
Kivland. ISBN: 978-1-906441-24-1, £16.50.
Artwords Press, 65a Rivington Street
London EC2A 3QQ, United Kingdom
www.artwords.co.uk    www.transmission.uk.com

Three publications from David T. Vassie / 
The Violent Understudy

Afternoon Mass - a story of the influence of power within 
an exclusive extended family who all live in social housing 
and its consequences.

Receipt - a story of a friend of mine who broke into into 
Marks and Spencers (a clothes and food store which is 
prominent in the local High Streets in the UK) so many 
times that he started leaving handwritten notes for the 
stores manager on his desk. The story is produced in the 
format of a receipt, with hidden words buried within the 
product codes and vat codes, it also has a scannable data/
barcode.

And a second edition of a book. The first edition having 
sold out. Windmill - a much better edition in my ever so 
humble. ARTbibliographies Modern described this book 
as ‘A handmade artist’s book by the British artist David 
Vassie, containing text relating the impact of news through 
mechanical and technological media, finishing with the 
line ‘Then it was written, a storm broke and the windmill 
turned’, accompanied by a turning human figure.

For more information, email David T. Vassie: 
dtv210169@hotmail.com

Visual Editions have just published VE2 Tree of Codes
Jonathan Safran Foer

An enormous last day of life.

“Jonathan Safran Foer deftly deploys sculptural means to 
craft a truly compelling story. In our world of screens, he 
welds narrative, materiality, and our reading experience into 
a book that remembers that it actually has a body.” 
– Olafur Eliasson
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Our early conversations with Jonathan Safran Foer about 
Tree of Codes started when Jonathan said he was curious 
to explore and experiment with the die-cut technique. 
With that as our mutual starting point, we spent many 
months of emails and phone calls, exploring the idea of the 
pages’ physical relationship to one another and how this 
could somehow be developed to work with a meaningful 
narrative. This led to Jonathan deciding to use an existing 
piece of text and cut a new story out of it. Having 
considered working with various texts, Jonathan decided to 
cut into and out of what he calls his “favourite book”: 
The Street of Crocodiles by Bruno Schulz.

As Jonathan began to carve out his story, we started doing 
our production homework and literally got turned down 
by every printer we approached - their stock line being “the 
book you want to make just cannot be made”. Thankfully, 
we found Die Keure in Belgium who relished the challenge 
of making a book with a different die-cut on every page.

Over a year of writing, cutting and proto-typing later, comes 
Tree of Codes, a haunting new story by Jonathan Safran Foer 
cut from Bruno Schulz’s words.

The book is as much a sculptural object as it is a work of 
masterful storytelling: here is an “enormous last day of life” 
that looks like it feels.

Design by Sara De Bondt Studio. Cover design by gray318
Published 15 November 2010. ISBN 978-0-9565692-1-9
Paperback, £25 ($40) + P&P, available from 
www.visual-editions.com/our-books/book/tree-of-codes

REPORTS AND REVIEWS

THE PERVERSE LIBRARY
Shandy Hall, Coxwold, Yorkshire. Sept 4 - Oct 31 2010

Using the image of Etienne-Louis Boullée’s Deuxieme Projet 
pour la Bibliothèque du Roi, (1785) as the dust jacket image 
for Craig Dworkin’s new ‘bibliography’ The Perverse Library, 
and also repeating it on the invite card to the eponymous 
show (image above), organised jointly by Information As 
Material and The Laurence Sterne Trust, sent out a strong 
visual message to the reading public. Boullée’s drawing 
of a book vault is wittily suggestive, at least to a fantasist, 
that the entire stock of the British Library had undergone 
a collection move into a decommissioned King’s Cross 
Station, and that Cubitt’s railway structure had become 
a scholastic power house, complete with browsers in 
Armani togas. 

Information As Material’s installation of conceptual 
writing ‘The Perverse Library’ was realised in the charming 
converted granary behind Shandy Hall however, and after 
climbing the stairs to reach the space first impressions 
were of a far more modest reading room. Again the invite 
card provided a clue: the words “Unfolding around…” 
introduced a panoply of innovative texts and treatments 
by everyone from Edwin Abbot to James Joyce, Ed Ruscha 
to Caroline Bergvall chosen to accompany the launch of 
Dworkin’s keystone publication, The Perverse Library, a list 

Gallery space above Wolfson cottage, Shandy Hall
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of every book that he owns, 2,427 of them, and so despite 
its minimalist appearance the formal scope and semantic 
footprint of the show was indeed vast and emergent.

Just inside the door, Greville Worthington’s The Black 
Library, referencing the notorious black page in Sterne’s 
Tristram Shandy, would have provided a headache for the 
average branch librarian, consisting of a set of carbonised 
books beautifully displayed on red metal shelving, its fragile 
autodestructive nature meaning that these remains wouldn’t 
be saved for posterity but used as “biochar” to fertilise 
Shandy Hall’s vegetable garden. As a spatial counterpoint 
to Worthington’s sombre casket, were invisible Z-shelves 
designed by the Canadian architect Michael Farion to 
house Trace, books indexed in Dworkin’s list that were also 
ex libris artist/curator Simon Morris. Built from chunky 
plexiglass, this storage tower added an ultramodern design 
element to the loft, underlined by the red screen of Morris’s 
random generator Re-writing Freud, an iPad app version of 
a text from 2005 encoded by his wife Christine Morris.

More furniture came courtesy of Gareth Long’s Bouvard 
et Pécuchet’s Invented Desk for Copying with its modular 
seating, the site of a performance with Derek Sullivan 
that illustrated Flaubert’s Dictionary of Received Ideas, 
whilst Kenneth Goldsmith’s word for word retyping of the 
front page of The New York Times, Friday September 1st 
2000 (according to Goldsmith an exercise in “uncreative 
writing”), and Rodney Graham’s 1991 insertion of a 
creepy flash fiction/bookmark into Ian Fleming’s Dr.No, 
emphasised that we were abroad in the realm of writing 
as set of operations or procedures, with the “death of the 
author” a given; so many contemporary conceptual writing 
tics and traits derived from Laurence Sterne himself.

Morris and Nick Thurston a.k.a Information As Material 
whose mission statement is “to publish work by artists who 
use extant material - selecting it and reframing it to generate 
new meanings - and disrupt the existing order of things” 
underlined their own nu-beatnik credentials with the 
launch of Morris’s Getting Inside Jack Kerouac’s Head a title 
suggestive of an act of trepanation, but in fact a hunt & peck 
retyping of On the Road: The Original Scroll. This can be 
accessed at  http://gettinginsidejackkerouacshead.blogspot.
com/2008/06/project-proposal.html 

The introduction to Dworkin’s new book The Perverse 
Library ‘Pinacographic Space’ is a brilliant exposition on 

Detail from The Black Library by Greville Worthington, 2010

Z-shelves (invisible bookcase)
Designed by the Canadian architect Michael Farion

Bouvard and Pécuchet’s invented desk for copying
By Canadian artist Gareth Long (fabricated by Wilf Williams) 
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the tangible qualities of antiquarian books and the nature 
of libraries, providing a historical context in which to 
slot his own long list of modern titles qua tablets. This is 
conceptual writing for connoisseurs, rebutting Hannah 
Duguid’s point made in The Independent (Oct 4, 2010) that 
“conceptual writing is only imaginative as an idea”, since 
this index, including for example many obscure American 
poetry titles collected by Dworkin, allows its “thinkership” 
to use Vanessa Place & Robert Fittermann’s term, either to 
speculate imaginatively about remote content, flag and track 
down the material themselves, or enjoy the experience of 
stumbling on and being dumbfounded by this archival data. 
Who could not be teased by Cage, John Rolyholyover (1993) 
or Martenson, Jennifer Xq28 (2001)?

In the evening at Coxwold village hall IAM premiered the 
video Making Nothing Happen, a series of conversations 
with the artist Pavel Büchler, for in keeping with Sterne’s 
oddball universe, the opening party for this landmark show 
took place on its last night.

Michael Hampton
10/11/10

http://informationasmaterial.com
http://www.laurencesternetrust.org.uk

 

BARBARA ROSENTHAL: “The Journal Gives Me Ideas” 
at Lettrétage, Berlin 
Review by Ngan Le

After Barbara Rosenthal’s multi-part presentation of 
selected writing and photographs from three of her books, 
Clues to Myself, Sensations, and Soul & Psyche; a live reading 
from Homo Futurus; and projections of never-before-
seen pages from the diaries she’s kept since age 11 (called 

Journals), a person could get the feeling that this New York-
born artist/writer exists in some not-quite earthly realm. 
“Das Tagebuch gibt mir Ideen” (The Journal Gives Me Ideas), 
an evening with her at Lettrétage: Das junge Literaturhaus 
in Berlin on 9 July, brought us into her life-to-art methods 
of production. 

Her work is surreal, originating as it does from personal 
fears, dreams, and a world that does include daily events, 
but even though she writes the date on which her 
pencil touches her pages, there are otherwise no natural 
boundaries. No usual time frame: the past and present 
appear simultaneously as memories and plans; no usual 
reality: perception and imagination mix as reportage and 
fiction. She accomplishes this Special Rosenthal Infinite 
Universe by carefully controlling design and balance, text 
and image, hand and camera, information and imagination. 
She is an artist who recognizes and shows us the chaos of 
real life by throwing all its parts up in the air, letting her 
subconscious catch them like some kind of juggler, but then 
throwing them all up again in some other way so they falls 
to Earth as art.

Rosenthal’s live presentation only added to the surreal 
experience. Was it her sonorous voice commanding total 
attention, equally childlike and imposing, with its inflected 
intonations and little raspy catch? Her zany, electric, 
frenzied energy? Her wild, curly red hair? Or her palms 
spread wide apart with the fervour of a preacher playing air-
accordian? Her body speaks the words before she says them. 
She says she writes more fluently than she speaks, “Words 
come out of my fingers better than out of my mouth,” 
she says. Whatever it was, I did not begin to understand 
Rosenthal until I allowed myself to let go of my own 
reality, and enter her psyche with her, which is what Tom 
Bresemann, the curator of Lettrétage, had in mind when he 
invited her back this season to show her Journals, six months 
after her videos there last February, Existential Word Play.

“Rosenthal’s journal pages are not typical in that they 
do not describe daily events in nice, even lines. The term 
“journal” isn’t adequate. Rather, the pages are filled with 
events, dreams, descriptions, impressions, quotes, puns, 
games, ideas, lists, diagrams, etc., that assist her compulsive 
art-making, even though she says she keeps separate Project 
Books, To Do Books, and volumes she calls Completed/Save. 
The Journals are more like sketchbooks, even though most 
of the sketches are in text, although non-linear in thought, 
sequence and graphics. Like sketching at many locations on 
a page to build up a drawing, her jottings keep roiling until 
insight springs, and then magically turn into an idea for an 
art project in publishable form, or video, or performance. 
What becomes so apparent when we allow ourselves to 
enter her page, willingly leaving our own sense of “normal” 
behind, is that her inimical positionings, no matter how 
Dada they look, are not meant to obscure communication, 
not constructed as pretense to avant-gardism, not fashioned 
in a whimsical way, but are formed precisely to aid 

Pages 4-5 of the annotated copy of Homo Futurus that Barbara 
Rosenthal uses for public readings, which was projected large-
scale during her evening at Lettrétage in July.
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communication: they are a way of separating and defining 
elements that would, if presented in a more usual, linear, 
form, actually be amalgamated chaotically. 

What I mean is that what looks at first to be chaotic, on 
second look makes more sense of the parts as discreet 
units, as well as related connectivities; separating elements 
on a page, and utilising the double page as a single space, 
is Rosenthal’s way of maintaining the integrity of the 
individual pieces, but balancing them by making them 
appear simultaneously, yet on seemingly different planes, or 
moving at different speeds, directions and distances from 
us, but still all there at once. When we look around many 
of the Journals’ double pages, we can see her turn life into 
art. The process seems to be: 1. Real event noted. 2. Insight 
dcvelops. 3. Art project idea springs. For example, on 14 
March, 2009, we see her Hand of Cards Cardgame, with a 
deck of cards in the shape of her hand develop from an 
exhortation to herself to bear up under whatever the day 
has brought (“Play the hand you’re dealt.”) and later that 
day, confronting her anxiety again, the first germ of an idea 
for her video Secret Codes. As of this writing, Hand of Cards 
Cardgame is still under development, but Secret Codes, 
an image-text video in English, German and Yiddish was 
completed and premiered at Directors’ Lounge in Berlin 
within the year. This is a very prolific artist.   

Her publisher, Visual Studies Workshop Press, is known for 
promoting original forms, and Rosenthal’s offset books, 
especially Clues to Myself (1981), Homo Futurus (1986) and 
Soul & Psyche (1998) which relay edited journal-text, all 
visually resemble the Journals, too, in that elements often 
don’t run straight on a page; text blocks might be slanted, 
upside-down, in the margins, or partially obscured; or 
letters might be missing from words. In Homo Futurus, the 
words often pretend to be just texture, partially obscured 
by elements like newspaper clippings, photographs, 
postcards, etc. she calls “trompe l’oeil” that seem to have 
been dropped onto the pages. These outside sources, often 
reporting failed attempts by fraught individuals, such as 
nuns, aerialists, caged animals and threatened plants, who 

not only add visual elements to the artistic composition 
of her thoughts on the page, but also validate her personal 
worldview, which is definitely bleak, and filled with dark 
humour. I am especially partial to her disturbingly eerie 
Surreal Photographs, such as Lone Tree, Gramercy Horse-Post 
Shadow and Swallowing Forest; they serve as dissonant notes 
which reinforce the uneasiness one feels while reading her 
prose, particularly the one-page fictions such as I Killed 
Jesus Christ, recently republished by Wood Coin magazine, 
or Father’s Real Family, or Icy Cold, all from her book 
Sensations, which played as audio at Lettrétage while the 
photos were projected when the audience entered. When we 
do allow ourselves to enter her world, and get our bearings, 
and actually read or hear the text, we are rewarded with 
breathtaking, and extremely tightly worded philosophy: 
“Life Has A Life Of Its Own,” being my favorite, but also 
some even more disconcertingly apt, like “All History 
-- documentation, journalism, diplomacy, thought, art, 
culture, etc. -- serves only to influence behavior of single 
individuals at single moments.” 

In contrast to the graphic control of her published books, 
however, the rawness of the Journals is what had the most 
impact on me, particularly her varied handwritings. The 
artist herself is very interested in her irregular graphology, 
which of course unlocks different psychological states 
(although I can’t help wondering if it might also be a 
symptom of the chronic-pain condition she suffers from, 
called neuropathy, which causes her to keep her limbs in 
constant motion). She writes in the Journals about the 
letters as she forms them, wondering about a certain ornate 
“F” (“creativity?”), or stilt-like “H” (“instability?”), or “my 
impossibility of going back and forth to make an ‘s’”, which 
does, in fact, look more like a “j.” She’s created a kind of 
shorthand mostly out of phonemes rather than of single 
letters, I think, and until one sees them many times they 
are very hard to read. Even for her, but I don’t think she 
cares. She even states on one page that: “A clear handwriting 
makes me feel very, very exposed.” Rosenthal has created 
several artworks that explore handwriting, in fact, some of 
which were discussed in the August issue of this publication 

Journal entry of March 15, 2009 by Barbara Rosenthal

Journal entry of January 26, 2010 by Barbara Rosenthal
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by Jennifer Brewin. Barbara Rosenthal is an individual who 
might tell you the most intimate detail of her private life 
in print, or appear in video casually naked, but before she 
issues a finished work of art she doesn’t reveal anything too 
easily. So, in contrast to the persona she creates in her books, 
a much more tentative and vulnerable side of her is exposed 
by the Journals. Many of her most emotional and intimate 
thoughts, particularly about the other people in her life, are 
obscured by “poor” handwriting, and to me that’s how she 
seemed most human.

In building her art via journal entries that have charted 
her path for almost fifty years, there is this implicit 
understanding: that life is ever-changing, and it can never 
be perfect. She states in Homo Futurus, “Only that which 
exists is perfect enough to break into Reality. Everyone 
knows the Ideal is always fraught with flaws which cause its 
foil by Reality.” And then she goes on to think even more 
deeply about why: “The flaw of the Ideal is that it does not 
encounter Time or Touch.” The capitalisation is Rosenthal’s, 
as if to say that even concepts are merely place-holding 
names, not extant in any way. Her Journals might be viewed 
as formative stages in identity-building by an artist afraid 
of losing herself, or perhaps not ever getting to know 
herself, but her introspection is so intense, and so clearly 
worded, that the reader can’t help but participate in it: her 
insights become absolutely shared, and thus they speak of 
universal humanity. She says that everything she creates is 
“existential”, and that “all encounter is performance and 
persona”, and she’s entitled her forthcoming book (also 
VSW Press), Performance & Persona because of it. On the 
pages of her Journals we can see the notes of a normal event 
in a normal way give out a profound insight, and then, 
in a nearby text-block, the seed of an artwork she’ll later 
produce. Barbara Rosenthal’s willingness to lay bare her 
creative process is what was so valuable about this event.

Ngan Le is an American art historian and curator based 
in Berlin, with special interest in Asian and image-text art. 
Ngannyperson <at> yahoo.com

Barbara Rosenthal is showing Two Physics Videos,  
an installation loop of two video shorts “Space and Time” 
and “Some Balls Stick, Some Balls Fall” in “Attract/Repel”, 
a physics-based-art exhibition in Gallery 2 at the Brooklyn, 
NY artspace CENTRAL BOOKING, until 9th January 2011.

In the exhibition of Central Booking gallery artists in 
Gallery 1, the following additional works by Barbara 
Rosenthal are also on show:
“Double-Sided Hanging Sewn Paper Blouses & Jackets 
Prints, Set ONE”, “Sensations”, “Existential Button Pin 
Pages”, “Existential Button Pins, Irregular, Loose”

CENTRAL BOOKING
111 Front Street, Gallery 210, Brooklyn, NY 11201, USA
www.centralbookingnyc.com

STOP PRESS!

Christmas Book Binding workshop with Ciara Healy  
Saturday 4th December
Age from 9yrs old to adult
Create some beautiful gifts for Christmas! Your books can 
be made from scraps of paper, old bits of wallpaper, and 
any other bits you have lying around the house. Save money 
and make some thing really special for your loved ones this 
Christmas! This is not a traditional bookbinders course; it is 

Pages 22-23 of the annotated copy of Homo Futurus that 
Barbara Rosenthal uses for public readings.
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a more creative version! You will not need to use advanced 
bookbinder materials, the books you will learn to make 
can also be made at home. £20 plus £2.50 per person for 
material. 2.30 - 5pm 
www.ciarahealy.com

8 Newlands Place, Hartfield Road, Forest Row
East Sussex, RH18 5DQ, UK
Tel: 0845 519 0727
www.ashdowngallery.co.uk

DENSE CLUSTER
1 - 8pm, Saturday 4th December 2010
Bristol Diving School, UK
Organised by Alias and g39/WARP in collaboration with 
Cerbyd, Supersaurus and Surface Arts, Dense Cluster is 
a knowledge exchange event for self-organised survival. 
Coming at a time when arts organisations across the 
country are being hit by cuts in funding Dense Cluster 
will bring together a range of examples of ‘what is possible’ 
through shared endeavour, interest and skills.
 

Invited groups from across Wales, the South-West and 
the rest of the UK will present, in the widest sense, a 
representation of their activity to include discussions, 
screenings, performance, installation and documentation 
providing a Dense Cluster of activity. A publication will be 
produced on the day, marking the events and exchanges that 
take place as well as creating a document of recommended 
survival tips for these hard times.

 Presenting groups include Hand in Glove, Lombard 
Method, Redwire, An Endless Supply, Folded Glued and 
Printed, Project Space 11, Surface Arts, Supersaurus and 
Cerbyd with More to be confirmed.
 
The event will be held at the Bristol Diving School in Bristol 
on Saturday December 4th from 1pm - 8pm.
Coaches will be travelling from Swansea, Cardiff, Exeter and 
Taunton M5 services to take artists to the event; places can 
be booked for £5, ticket include a cup of tea/coffee and slice 
of cake on arrival. To book a place on the bus please contact 
intern@g39.org with the subject header Dense Cluster.
Dense Cluster is supported by Spike Associates and Bristol 
Diving School

Christmas workshops with Lucy Roscoe 
The Book Tree Press

Saturday 11 December 2 - 4pm
Paper Christmas
Craft House Concept in Edinburgh, UK are hosting their 
first Christmas workshop where you can make a unique 
delicate paper bell decoration and card for £12. Mulled 
wine and mince pies will kindly be provided by Craft House 
Concept, plus they’ll be offering 15% discount in the shop.
 
How do I book? Please call Steph on 0790 090 1481 with 
your payment details or email info@livingwithcraft.com to 
reserve your place. 
 
Tuesday 14 December 7 - 9pm
Hand bound journal
A cosy bookbinding workshop in the home of The Book 
Tree Press. Treat yourself or someone special to a traditional 
hard bound book, perfect as a journal or sketchbook. 
Cost £15.
 
How do I book? Please email lucy@thebooktreepress.co.uk 
or call Lucy on 077 969 20533 to reserve your place.
 
Places are limited so we do require you to book.
Lucy Roscoe, The Book Tree Press
www.thebooktreepress.co.uk
lucy@thebooktreepress.co.uk

C.K. WILDE:  Sojourn 
Rosamund Felsen Gallery, Los Angeles, USA
Until December 22, 2010                         
C.K. WILDE returns to Rosamund Felsen Gallery for his 
second Los Angeles exhibition since relocating from New 
York.  Wilde’s last exhibition at the gallery looked at the 
narrative power and iconic potential of the horse, a singular 
object of [American] desire.  For this exhibition, titled 
Sojourn, Wilde continues his practice of intricate collage 
and appropriation, this time as a reflective exploration of 

With live music, pay bar and food

4th December 2010, 1pm until 8pm at Bristol Diving School
Albion Dockyard Estate, Hanover Place, Bristol, BS1 6TZ 

An Endless Supply, Arthemisia, Bristol Diving School, Cerbyd, 
Elbow Room, Folded Printed & Glued, Fuse, Hand in Glove, The Lombard Method, 

Mermaid &Monster,  Project Space 11, Redwire, Rubric, Surface Arts, 
Supersaurus and more present a...
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the symbolic and associative powers embedded within a 
range of materials.  Here coins, spices, credit cards, globes, 
leaves, petals, bumpers and more are carefully re-utilised. 
We are led to experience these materials simultaneously 
for their quotidian simplicity as well as the associative 
power we project upon them.  Eventually, the deep 
iconography and narrative potential we assign to these 
materials as onlookers/consumers is conjoined with the 
meaning and signification with which these materials and 
objects seem to autonomously imbue our world.  Books 
become archaeological digs, 1960’s medical diagrams 
become intimate portraits of the habits of the artist.  It is 
this recursive loop – where we assign meaning to those 
things that simultaneously assign themselves to us – that 
appears and reappears in Wilde’s work. His collages become 
agglomerations of materials’ embedded meaning as well as 
documentation of society’s excess material.

Wilde continues to work through these concerns using 
a technique of highly meticulous collaging, but has 
recently expanded his practice to include more overtly 
three-dimensional works.  For the first time, Wilde will be 
exhibiting some of these pieces in Sojourn.  The exhibition 
will include, along with three sculptures, two editioned 
books, a series of large-scale collages and a series of smaller 
collages that have been made from 60’s-era medical 
diagrams.

Wilde has formulated a wholly new and creative approach 
to collage, keeping his work firmly planted in collage’s 
roots as a disruptive medium bent on social scrutiny, while 
unlocking its superb narrative potential.  Please join us in 
welcoming CK Wilde back to the gallery. C.K. WILDE is 
a co-founder of the non-profit Brooklyn Artists Alliance 
and has exhibited his work nationally and internationally. 
His collages and book objects are in numerous private and 
public collections including the Brooklyn Museum, the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art 
and the Walker Art Center.
 
Gallery Hours: 10 am - 5:30 pm, Tuesday - Saturday
Rosamund Felsen Gallery
2525 Michigan Ave B4
Santa Monica, CA  90404, USA
Tel: 310 828 8488
www.rosamundfelsen.com 

Artist Talk with Scott McCarney 
Albright Knox Art Gallery
December 3, 2010 from 5pm - 6pm
Scott McCarney will give a talk on his work at the Albright 
Knox Art Gallery in conjunction with Beyond/In Western 
New York 2010. Beyond/In is an international contemporary 
art exhibition - the product of a unique curatorial 
collaboration between twelve of Western New York’s 

museums and galleries - showcasing the work of over 
100 extraordinary artists from the region and beyond.
Albright Knox Art Gallery
1285 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo NY USA
www.albrightknox.org

Hand, Voice & Vision: 
Artists’ Books from Women’s Studio Workshop
The Grolier Club, New York City, USA 
December 8th, 2010 - February 5th, 2011
Since 1979 Women’s Studio Workshop has offered artists 
the time, space, and technical assistance to create limited-
editioned hand-printed artists’ books.

Over 170 artists’ books have been published at WSW 
since the program’s inception, making WSW the largest 
publisher of hand-printed books in the United States. The 
exhibibition will celebrate three facets that characterize 
WSW’s programme: the hand-made mark of the book-
maker, the unique voices and viewpoints of a broad and 
diverse range of artists, and the visionary nature of artwork 
that forges new directions in the medium of book arts.

Please join us for the exhibition and our scheduled events 
surrounding the show. If you can’t make it to New York City, 
this exhibition will tour various cities 2011-2013, see the 
exhibition website www.handvoicevision.com for the full 
travel schedule. An accompanying catalogue will be available 
for purchase. It contains essays by the exhibition curator, 
librarians, teachers, curators, and artists on the topic of 
artists’ books and WSW’s role in the field, as well 
as interviews with the four founders.

Grolier Events

Dec 8, 2010.  6pm  Exhibition walk-through 
Free and Open to the Public. Women’s Studio Workshop 
founders and artists-in-residence will be present to host a 
tour of the exhibition and answer questions.  

Jan 25, 2011.  2 - 4pm  Panel Discussion 
Free and Open to the Public.  Artists Clarissa Sligh, Susan 
Mills and Emily Speed will speak about artists’ books in 
connection with the Grolier Club exhibition. Panel will be 
moderated by Jae Jennifer Rossman, Assistant Director for 
Special Collections at Yale University. Reception follows.

Jan 26, 2011.  2 - 3pm Bibliography Week Lecture 
Free and Open to the Public. Kathleen Walkup, exhibition 
curator, will give an illustrated talk, “Women Making Art: 
Artists’ Books from Women’s Studio Workshop.”
 
47 East 60th Street, New York, NY 10022 
www.handvoicevision.com
www.wsworkshop.org
www.grolierclub.org
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Pop up Show!
Drawing with Fire: An exhibition of laser cutting by book 
and paper artists curated by Tom Sowden, will tour to The 
Netherlands for a pop-up show at the AKI/ArtEz Academy 
of Art in Enschede (http://www.artez.nl/English) from 
Tuesday 18th - Thursday 20th January 2011. Catch it while 
you can! 

Alongside the main display of large paper works in the main 
foyer, small book works and paperworks will be displayed 
throughout the library and first floor. 

As part of Tom Sowden’s practice-led, AHRC funded 
research project ‘Paper Models: investigating laser cutting 
technology to develop new artists’ books and paper-based 
creative practice for arts, crafts and design’, the work on 
display represents some interesting and innovative ways 
in which the laser cutter is being utilised by artists and 
designers working with paper.

Featuring work from national and international artists 
such as Hyperquake, Ingrid Siliakus, Charlotte Hodes, Su 
Blackwell, Mette-Sofie D. Ambeck, Jenny Smith, Lesley Dill, 
Cut Out Paper (Sam Drury), Sumi Perera, Emily Morris, 
Victoria Browne, Cath Fairgrieve, Rob Ryan, Sabrina Basten, 
Michael Mandiberg, Maria Lucia Cattani, Cosmo Cards, 
Marius Watz, Marina Bantjes, Sarah Bodman and JP Willis, 
Angie Butler, Natalie McGrorty, Tom Sowden, Priscilla 
Trenchard, Coo Geller and Paul Laidler, the work highlights 
good practice, and how the attributes of a laser cutter can be 
harnessed in order to produce new works.

The exhibition also showcases particular works by the 
project’s case study artists. Su Blackwell and Mette-Sofie 
D. Ambeck who each attended a four-day residency at the 
UWE Laser Studio in order to produce new work, and also 
new work by Tom Sowden the principal investigator on the 
project. www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk

Book Arts Newsletter

We would like to thank all of our readers for sticking with 
us in the switchover from paper-based to digital. We have 
had some lovely messages of support which have been very 
much appreciated thank you!

Some of you have emailed some great photos of yourselves 
reading the Book Arts Newsletter around the world, having 
printed it out from the PDF download. If you are reading 
the BAN somewhere exotic (that is anywhere outside of 
Bristol!) and would like to send a photo, please do, we will 
add it to an online gallery that we will be making from 
photos we have received, early next year. 

We wish all our readers a happy and peaceful 2011

UWE Bristol Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library 
Opening hours, term time: Mon - Thur.  08.45 - 20.00.
Fri. 08.45 - 17.00. Sat. 09.30 - 13.00.
Please call to check opening hours before travelling 
as times vary during inter-semester weeks and vacation 
periods. Library main desk telephone: 0117 328 4750

If you have any book arts news, please email items for the 
Book Arts Newsletter to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk 
Please supply images as good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi)

NEXT DEADLINE: 12TH JANUARY FOR THE 
FEBRUARY 2011 NEWSLETTER
Sarah Bodman, Centre for Fine Print Research
UWE Bristol Faculty of Creative Arts, Humanities and 
Education, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol  BS3 2JT, UK 
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk  /  Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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